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ABSTRACT
Teens Understanding of the Indicators
o f the Tendency to Abuse
Alcohol
by
Bob Van Drinunelen
Dr. Tony Ferre, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Communication Studies
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Alcohol abuse has become an epidemic in the modem world. The increase in this
social problem has brought with it many consequences which everyone in society has to
deal with. Unfortunately, the anguish o f abuse has also spread through the world o f teens.
Are there indicators which portend the tendency for teens to abuse alcohol? Quantified
research has revealed several of those indicators. Are we helping teens understand what
those indicators are? Are teens accepting and leaming about those indicators that they
might be protected fi’o m the harsh consequences? This study begins to help society
understand that efforts are being made to educate teens in regard to the indicators of
alcohol abuse, though the efforts are diverse and sporadic. This study also finds that teens
do not understand what those indicators are.

m
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Memories are stirred and emotions touched when one hears any o f the following:
“Senior Prom; Pep Ra%; Freshmen Orientation; Varsity Football; Cheerleaders; English;
The Principal”;, and any o f a myriad o f other words which conjure up fond memories of
adolescence. Yet many teens today don’t have the same fond memories, perhaps because
they might remember some o f the following words: “ 1,500 drivers ages 15-20 involved in
fatal crashes...with an illegal blood alcohol level ”(National TrafBc Safety Administration,
1995). Perhaps they might recall that: “O f Massachusetts teens who abused alcohol, 44%
o f them also became sexually active” (Strunin & Hingson, 1992). More and more,
teenage memories are becoming colored by the abuse o f alcohol.

Purpose of Study
Modem research has uncovered many different indicators in teens which can
predict a tendency to abuse alcohol. Do our teens understand what these indicators are?
Have our teens been effectively taught about these indicators, so they have the necessary
knowledge to effectively cope with the stresses of growing up in our world? Have they
been given insight so that in future years, when they think o f their “senior prom”, visits
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with “the principal”, or “varsity football” games, those memories will not be clouded ly
years o f alcohol abuse? This research will investigate what the indicators o f teen alcohol
abuse are, and begin to discover how well our adolescents have been taught about those
indicators.

Definitions
For the purpose o f this study, a “teen” will be defined as anyone who is attending
grades 7-12, or the junior high, senior high school years. Generally it will be the ages o f
12-19, but as birthdays can vary, it may lap into the early twenties.
Defining specific terms associated with alcohol abuse is difScult. It is a stretch to
associate “alcohol abuse” with “alcoholism”. Alcoholism is known also as “alcohol
dependence” and “is a disease that included alcohol craving and continued drinking
despite repeated alcohol related problems” (National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, 2001). This researcher will not equate “alcohol abuse” with “alcoholism”. It
would be difficult to classify “alcohol abuse” as a “disease”.
At the same time, as “alcohol abuse” is discussed, there is much confusion about
its’ specific definition. One study classified “alcohol abuse” as “drinking to drunkenness
at least 6 times in the past year and/or suffering fi^om negative consequences fi’om alcohol
consunqrtion at least twice in the past year ” (Nakashima and Wong, 2000). Another
reference considered “alcohol abuse” “as having five or more drinks in a row” (National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 1997). Each study seems to assign it’s own
meaning to the term “alcohol abuse”. For purposes o f this research, it will be assumed
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that anyone who meets any o f the criterion, are abusing alcohol. That means, “drinking to
drunkeness at least 6 times in the past year; “suffered from negative consequences from
alcohol consumption at least twice in the past year”; or, “having five or more drinks in a
row”; will all qualify as “abusing alcohol”.
The term “indicator” is defined as “a pointer, dial, gauge, or other device that
measures or shows something” (Websters New World Dictionary, 1992). In this study, an
“indicator” will be a pointer which shows tendencies. The “something” these “pointers”
or “gauges” will lead to, will be the tendency for teens to abuse alcohol. It is impossible
to classify each and every teen and how they will react, but the word “indicator” allows us
be more specific with high probabilities o f abusing alcohol.
“Binge Drinking” is a term that is used often in many o f the studies used. The
National Institute on Drug Abuse defines “binge drinking” as “5 or more drinks in a row
in the past two weeks” (“Youth Alcohol...”, 2001). The National Clearinghouse for
Alcohol and Drug Information (“Binge Drinking...”, 2001) use the same number o f “five
or more drinks in a row for boys and four or more in a row for girls”, but they don’t add
the time constraints. This research will consider “binge drinking” to be five or more
drinks in a row for boys, and four or more for girls. The time constraint will be dropped.
Alcohol abuse seems to be rampant. The following headlines have been seen in the
media recently: “Bush daughters cited in Texas ” (USA Today, 6/20/01). “Teenage drink
and drugs in Europe..£urope’s young: drinking (% teenagers drunk 20 times or
more)...Denmark: 41%” (BBC News, 2/20/01). “Young Hispanics top Cirrhosis Death
Stats ” (Associated Press, 8/16/01). From England, “this report confirms the worrying
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recent trend which has been showing an increase in young people’s drinking” (BBC News
7/26/01). From Texas to Denmark, Mexico to England, teens are drinking more and
more. Even more alarming, it appears that teens are abusing alcohol more and more.
With the serious effects which can come as a result o f abusing alcohol, it is
imperative that society tries to mollify those effects. In order to put proper educational,
social, etc; plans in place, we need to know who is at risk to abuse alcohol, and how well
these risks have been communicated to society.

Teen Abuse of Aicohol in the U.S.
Within the United States alone, “about 10.4 million adolescents ages 12-20
reported using alcohol. O f those, 5.1 million were binge drinkers and included 2.5 million
heavy drinkers who binged at least five times a month” (The National Clearinghouse for
Alcohol and Drug Information, “Binge Drinking...”, 2001). Those numbers alone are a
tremendous worry, especially if the effects of alcohol abuse are considered. Yet, as the
research is magnified, results become even more worrysome.
If the ages are lowered to the group that includes 12-17 year olds, the numbers are
still numbing. “7.2 million drank at least once in the past year. 2.7 million drank about
once a month or more in the past year. 1 million drank at least once a week or more in the
past year” (The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information, “Youth and
Underage...”, 2001). These are om teens. The adolescents who are forming attitudes and
habits that will carry them into their adult years. At the early end o f the spectrum, very
few o f the early teens are capable o f neither controlling emotions and actions totally, or
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controlling their reaction to emotion and action totalfy. When alcohol compounds the
problem at that age, the results can be devastating.
As we approach the upper end of the “teen spectrum”. High school seniors self
reported that 51% of them were drinking on a monthly basis. 30.8% were binge drinking
(National Institute on Drug Abuse, “Youth Alcohol...”, 2001). The statistics show that
the percentages have increased steadily since the early nineties. The programs in place
seem to be having limited effects on alcohol abuse, in feet, it seems that the numbers are
increasing.
Yet, the older teens are not the only ones who are being impacted by the increase
in the abuse o f alcohol Studies have shown that alcohol abuse is finding it’s way into
younger teens. One study found that 25% o f the 8* graders it surveyed reported they had
drunk alcohol in the past month, with 8% reporting being drunk, and 15% reporting bmge
drinking in the 2 weeks prior to the survey (The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and
Drug Information, 2001).
It is clear that teens abuse o f alcohol is increasing. It is alarming that this abuse is
occurring earlier in the lives o f young people. With the increasing abuse of alcohol come
the resultant effects of that abuse. Again, the questions have to be asked, “do we
understand the indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol”, and “are we able to
communicate those indicators to teens and society in an effective manner?”

Effects of Alcohol Abuse Among Teens
At first glance, the effects o f alcohol abuse by teens seem evident. Yet, a few
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current headlines seem to give a very real picture; “Students death pronq)ts new CSU
alcohol reforms” (San Francisco Chronicle, 5/15/01). “It is feared that alcohol abuse
during the formative years sets a pattern for later in life” (BBC News, 7/6/00). “It has
also been suggested that teenagers are more likely to have casual sex if they are regular
drinkers” (BBC News 7/6/00). Perhaps this headline states a major problem very simply,
“Teens risking foture health” (BBC News, 7/26/01) With the increase in the abuse of
alcohol by teens, come the well publicized problems associated with alcohol abuse. These
problems can be physical, they can be emotional, they can injure individuals and families,
they can be easily dealt with, they can be complex and consuming. Each situation brings
its own unique set of consequences, and each consequence needs to be dealt with.
Perhaps the biggest risk associated with alcohol abuse among teens, is the
increased risk for automobile accidents. “21 percent o f young drivers 15 to 20 years old
who were killed in crashes were intoxicated” (National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, “Young Drivers...”, 1997). The numbers are increasing, as in 1998, almost
36 percent o f deaths in 15 to 20 year olds were alcohol related (National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, “Fatality Analysis...”, 1998).

In addition to the high incidence of

fetalhies while driving, there is also the increased risk o f being seriously injured while
involved in car crashes while being a passenger. Many o f the readers will recall a former
friend or acquaintance whose life was taken as a result o f alcohol abuse. I f each person
thinks a moment more, they will remember another soul whose life was shattered because
they played a part in that great loss.
“Drinking large amounts of alcohol can lead to coma or even death” (The National
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Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information, “Tips for Teens”, Brochure, 2001).
Yet that isjust the beginning. “Alcohol can damage every organ in your body. It is
absorbed directly into your bloodstream and can increase your risk for a variety oflifothreatening diseases including cancer” (Ibid.). As teens begin to abuse alcohol, they
subject their bodies to traumas that generally do not follow non-drinkers or moderate
drinkers. Future generations will reap the results of the alcohol abuse o f the parents.
Some o f those repercussions will be physical, some will be emotional, but they are all
effects that will have to be dealt with. Finding a way to predict those who may abuse
alcohol could help generations to come.
It is extremely difficult to predict those who have tendencies towards alcoholism.
But several fectors play into those “educated guesses”. Teens who begin abusing alcohol
“before the age o f 15 are four times more likely to develop alcohol dependence than those
who wait until age 21. Each additional year o f delayed drinking onset reduces the
probability o f alcohol dependency [alcoholism] by 14 percent” (Grant, B.F., 1998). How
inqwrtant it is to slow down or stop the alcohol abuse early in the formative teen years.
Again, as the maturation process is allowed to progress, each member o f society is better
equipped to handle many o f the dilemma’s which they face each day. Alcohol abuse and
it’s consequences become less o f an issue, as wisdom supplants impulsiveness.
Sexual activity is not a moral issue in this research, but a practical issue. Within
the confines o f “unprotected sex ”, there are several almost predictable outcomes.
Adolescents who abuse alcohol are “more likely to become sexually active at an earlier
age, to have sex more often, and to engage in unprotected sex, which places them at a
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greater risk o f HTV infection and other sexually transmitted diseases” (Office o f Inspector
General 1992). It has been shown that higher “risk-taking”, and “sensation seeking
behavior” follow teens who abuse alcohol (The National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and
Drug Information, “The Consequences...” 2001).

With “risk-taking” and “sensation

seeking behavior”, there will be an increased chance o f injury, accident and perhaps even
death. This world is already dangerous without the mitigating effects of alcohol.
The effects o f alcohol abuse among teens is straightforward and well documented.
There are not only health issues, but social and femilial responsibility issues as well
(whether it be the femily impacted by a drunk driver, or a pregnant thirteen year old
unable to cope with being a mother/father). The results of alcohol abuse can be seen in
generation after generation. This is not an issue which can be placed in an attic like a
“crazy uncle”, with the assumption that whatever is “out o f sight”, is indeed “out of
mind”.

Significance and Scope of Study
Teens are in current cultural, social, and intellectual battles that few “babyboomers” can conqirehend. One o f the many battles feeing teens is the prevalence o f teen
alcohol abuse. About these specific battles Samuel Becker (1995) stated what is echoed
by many researchers; “there is increasing evidence that most o f the patterns o f behavior
injurious to health tend to be set early in people’s lives...we need to provide , help when
they are young, before their beliefe and habits are so ingrained and habitual that they are
extremely difficult to change.” And then the call to arms for communication experts, as
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Dr. Becker states, “communication scholars have key roles to play” in these battles. It is
the assunq)tion of Dr. Becker, and perhaps many in society, that “communication
scholars” can play a vital role in the fight against alcohol abuse. This seems to indicate
that the “help” that can be given will, o f necessity, have to be “communicated” to
someone. Whether that someone be an offender, or those who can help the offender.
This study will not be about “health communication”, but rather about the
effectiveness o f any communication with teens in regards to alcohol abuse. Simply put,
how well do teens understand the indicators that portend alcohol abuse in their age group.
Society is leaming to recognize some of the “indicators” o f teen alcohol abuse. Even as
early as 1991, Zucker and Fitzgerald state that, “...early attributes of risk for later alcohol
problems are starting to be identified and that for people with a heavy risk burden, the
process o f becoming alcoholic may be well underway by adolescence”. That we can
identify the “indicators” is important, but then we need to be able to communicate
effectively to those who have risk.
Ratzan, Steams, Payne, Amato, Liebergott and MadofF (1994) state that, “health
professionals know how to prevent and treat disease but are ineffective in communicating
vital health information.” There is little reason to limit that pointed accusation just within
the health professionals. Though no evidence is seen, it seems that educators, business
managers, parents, and many others are just as lacking in their efforts to effectivefy
communicate these indicators to the world’s young people.
This study will not be able to measure the knowledge o f indicators that exist in
those who ought to teach the teens. The study will be even more basic, and look at what
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has been communicated to teens (in our sanqile) in regards to those chosen indicators.
There will be limitations with this study. It will be conducted in a large
metropolitan school district, yet still it will be geographically limited. Alcohol abuse
education among every school district is varied and thus the results o f focus groups within
a given school district will be different from what may come from another school district.
But this is meant to be a beginning . a simple look at the battle o f alcohol abuse among
teens.
“There is little reason to expect developmentally beneficial results from fi^ u en t
binge drinking. Not only does it increase the likelihood o f engaging in other healthconq)romising or illegal behaviors, firequent binge drinking during late adolescence and
young adulthood increases the likelihood of concurrent and long-term problems with
alcohol” (Schulenberg, O’Malley, Bachman, Wadsworth, and Johnston, 1995). This is a
strong statement, and yet we still see a tremendous number of our young people engaging
in detrimental activity. Why? Are they being told about indicators o f alcohol abuse? Do
they understand what they are being told? Do they care about what they are being told?
These are questions we need to answer. I f the problems associated with teen
alcohol abuse are as staggering as they seem to be, it is time we join the “Becker Band
Wagon”, and provide some “help while [our teens] are young”. This study will focus on
the simplest o f matters...what, how and how well are we communicating to the young
people of the world the indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol?
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The natural review would tend to focus on any data relating to how well teens
understand the indicators of alcohol abuse. Currently, there have been no studies found
which focus on that communication pattern. Because o f the lack o f data, this literature
review will focus on research showing the leading indicators of teen alcohol abuse, so that
the teens understandn% o f these indicators can be gauged.
For the purpose o f this study, and the sake o f organization, the review will be
divided into three sections:
A. Learned behaviors that are indicators o f teen alcohol abuse
B. Physiological or psychological indicators of teen alcohol abuse
C. Genetic or biological indicators o f teen alcohol abuse
As this study progressed, there were “new” indicators discovered. As those
indicators were discovered, they were placed in one o f the above categories.

A. Learned Behavior Indicators
There are many stimuli that can affect a teen coming from their immediate
environment around them. There are also other things they are taught in that
environment. These learned behaviors may come because o f where they live, or who they
associate with, or what they do with their lives each day. Quantifiable research was found

II
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to indicate several areas o f learned behavior which could have an impact on the tendency
to abuse alcohol.
1. Parental or familial influencer»
Oostveen, Knibbe and DeVries were trying to find “what types o f social influences
were correlated with young people’s heavy drinking”. They found an extremely high
correlation between “fi^uency of pressure on family” to drink (fi*om parents to children),
and alcohol abuse by teens living in the home. Though the study was completed in
Holland, the questionnaire used, and the large sample size (1442) gave it some universal
credibility.
Further research has been done by McGue, Sharma and Benson in 1996. This
study was targeting question o f “genetics” versus “shared environmental influences” as
influencers o f teen alcohol abuse. Their sample included 653 adoptive femilies where
there is significant alcohol abuse among the adoptees. Each member o f the femily was
provided with a self-report survey.

This study shows a high correlation between fethers

who abuse alcohol, are “authoritative” in the manner in which they function within the
femily, and have sons who are adolescent alcohol abusers. As it dealt with children who
were adopted, there was no chance for a gene transfer to have taken place.
Both o f the previous correlations were high. Kooptnans and Boosman (1996)
have experienced similar findings, yet place more of the blame on sibling influences.
Koopmans and Boomsma state, “only 10% o f this shared variance (variance o f the results
of testing 18+ year olds, with 15-18 year olds) might be influenced by parental alcohol use
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due to cultural transmission. Stated simply, culture has some influence on teen alcohol
abuse, but the bulk o f the “pressure” comes from siblings. Again, this study was
undertaken to try and differentiate between “cultural” and “environmental determinants”.
This study focussed on 1396 femilies with twins. A questionnaire containing questions
about alcohol and tobacco usage, coupled with sports activities, health and several other
factors was used. Each parent, and both o f the twins responded.
Each o f the above mentioned studies dealt with specific “pressures” or
“influences”, and effectively blocked any “genetic” indicators that may exist. In a
longitudinal study done in New Zealand (Ferguson, Horwood, and Lyskey, 1995), 950
children were studies using both mothers and teachers reports. The reports were taken at
age 8, and again at ages 15-16. Ferguson, et al., were able to trace personal
characteristics and directly link those characteristics with a propensity to abuse alcohol,
the study still seemed to fall back to “environment” as the greatest indicator o f alcohol
abuse among teens. The study states, “the risk of heavy drinking at age 14 was greatest
among boys from disadvantaged homes who showed early onset conduct problems.
Those findings suggest that the rapid progression from initial, experimental alcohol use to
early alcoholism results from an unfolding interaction of individual dispositions with family
and peer environments”.
“Sibling influence” is a term hard to define, but there seems to be little doubt that
the actions and core values o f each individual family will shape many of the actions o f the
teens within that femily. They are what they are taught to be. O’Malley, Johnston, and
Bachman, in a 1998 article drawing information from a Monitoring the Future survey, a
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National Household survey, and a Youth Risk Behavior survey, affirm “that a close
association exists between adolescents’ attitudes toward and beliefe about drinking and
their alcohol-related behavior”. Those attitudes about drinking are spawned and
nourished ly parents, or parent-figures. Family and femily values are one o f the large
indicators o f teen alcohol abuse. Those who already have alcohol problems in the house,
who have availability to alcohol and who have seen femilial examples o f alcohol abuse are
“at-risk”.
This study has neither the time nor the inclination to do a thorough study of the
root causes o f some o f the above mentioned findings. In a study by Barnes, Reifinan,
Farrell and Dintcheff (2000), they had hypothesized that “femily fectors, particularly
parental support and monitoring” would play a significant role in the development o f
alcohol abuse among teens. Six waves o f data were analyzed, based on “interviews with
506 adolescents. Though several cross-sectional studies had been done, this study was the
first o f a longitudinal nature. It was found that, “parenting practices predict adolescents’
initial drinking levels as well as their rates o f increase in drinking behaviors”. Adolescents
which had parents who exhibited both “parental support”, and “parental control” on a
consistent basis were far less likely to abuse alcohol as teens, as those who were not
products o f such parenting practices.
In conjunction with the findings o f Farrell and Dintcheff, a study by Naskashima
and Wong (2000), found an imusually high correlation between the lack o f alcohol abuse
among teens, and situations where the parents “would strongly try to stop youth fiom
getting drunk”. Of course the opposite held true also..a high correlation o f alcohol abuse
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among teens, in the situation where the parents allowed or even encouraged teen drinking.
Nakashima and Wong used a standard survey with some small modifications, and found
their sample o f 3,697 adolescents from a general population o f 13,374 students in the
California school system. Though some o f their findings were new towards Korean youth,
they were developing previous^ espoused theories regarding parental support and alcohol
abuse.
2. Socioeconomic status
In a 1994 study, Persson, Hanson, and Rastam were investigating the association
between “alcohol habits, the availability o f alcohol and age, gender, socioeconomic status,
ethnic origin and family structure”. 689 students answered an anonymous questionnaire.
Persson, et. al.; stated, “students living in apartments drink strong beer more regularly
than students living in houses”. The figures almost double. There were some
discrepancies, as the study generally assumes that those living in houses are in a different
socioeconomic strata as those in apartments. In many suburban areas, that is true, but in
many o f the metropolitan areas o f the United States, apartment living may appeal to the
masses.
To put any credence on the above findings is to put one in direct opposition to the
statement by O’Malley, Johnston, and Bachman in their 1998 review of the Monitoring the
Future Study (done by the University o f Michigan), which states that, “higher parental
education (which serves as a proxy for higher socio-economic status) was associated with
increased rates o f alcohol use and being drunk”. Again, the discrepancy occurs when we
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assume that those o f “higher socio-economic status” would be living in houses as opposed
to apartments.
Dusenbuiy, Epstein, Botvin and Diaz (1994) were looking for “demographic and
social predictors o f adolescent drinking. 3,129 respondents were given a self-reported,
143 item questionnaire. This study has found “substantial” evidence that Latino alcohol
abuse among adolescents is “neighborhood centered”. In certain geographic areas o f the
survey population, the tendency for teens to abuse alcohol was much lower than in some
other geographic areas. Again, there are some concerns as to “culture vs socio-economic
status” in this case.
Research has found that some indicators o f alcohol abuse among teens (specifically
the femilial influence) can be affected by locale (rural vs. urban areas). Rose, Viken,
Kaprio, and Koskenvou (1997b) “suggest that femilial, shared environmental effects play a
greater role in rural areas, where alcohol consumption is generally low, than in urban
environments, where consumption among adolescents and their parents is higher”. This
study used standard questionnaires, dealing with 776 sets o f twins. The data was
evaluated using correlation methods, as a follow-up to previous research, and under the
hypothesis that there were differences in urban and rural tendencies to abuse alcohol as
teens.
There seems to be conflicting data and theory as to “apartment” versus “house”,
“urban” versus “rural, and “socio-economic status”. O’Malley, Johnston, and Bachman,
in their 1998 review o f several on-going studies, seem to have summarized well by saying,
“taken together, the data indicate that adolescent alcohol use has permeated ALL socio
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demographic, subgroups o f society to a similar extent: In general, only minor differences
exist among socio-demographic subgroups defined by geographical region, population
density, parental education, and family structure.”
Though there seems to be evidence that there is a small correlation between
geographic region and teens abusing alcohol, it should be noted that Nakashima and Wong
(2000), found that several things did not influence the correlation. They found that
“variables...such as living in a safe neighborhood, and availability of diversion activities
were not useful predictors o f alcohol misuse”. Though the study was centered on Korean
Americans, enough teens fi^om other cultures were in the population to validate the
findings for all (the total population o f the study was 13, 374, with a sample size of 3,697
as noted before).
3. Peer Pressure
“To be accepted by fiiends and do what they do”, has been found to be a leading
cause o f abuse of alcohol in 7 different studies (Augustn and Simons-Morton, 1996).
Augustyn and Simons-Morton undertook a review of literature to help understand the
“demographics and etiology o f drinking and drinking/driving”.

In every study, the

correlations were high enough to be considered “extremely strong”.
Nakashima and Wong (2000) found the highest correlation in their study for
predicting alcohol abuse among teens, came when “fiiends ask youth to get drunk a lot”.
In this study, Korean youth who had fiiends who encourage them to get drunk, were
found to have 17.94 times the likelihood o f becoming a misuser of alcohol as those who
were NOT influenced to drink by peers.. Caucasians in the same situation were found to
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have 7.16 times the likelihood of becoming alcohol misusers as those who did not have
those peer pressures (again, there was a large population and sample size given a modified
America Drug Abuse and Alcohol Survey/ADAD).
4. Binge Drinking during Transition
During the course o f the late teens (18-20), there was a correlation found between
adolescents who participate in binge drinking (whatever the root cause), and those who
become alcohol abusers (Schulenberg, O’Malley, Bachman, Wadsworth, and Johnston).
Binge drinking was described as “having 5 or more drinks in a row, at least twice in the
past two weeks”.

B. Physiological or Psychological Indicators
It is extremely difiBcuIt to draw the line between physiological and psychological
function o f the human body. It is normally accepted that the physiological function can
affect the psychological fiinctions o f the body (Hussong, Chassin, 1994). 426 adolescents
self-reported the original data for Hussong and Chassin over the course o f a 3 month time
fiame. The study states, “anger, anxiety and depression were found to differentially
mediate the relation between stress and alcohol use”. “Stress” being classified as
physiological, was substantial^ higher when there was anger, anxiety or depression
present. As stress is an indicator for alcohol abuse, logic dictates that the psychological
can affect the physiological.
But the psychological has also been shown to affect the physiological functions of
the body (Brown, Gleghom, Schuckh, Myers, and Mott, 1996). Brown et al, were
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examining “the extent to which conduct disorder type behavior predates substance use”.
166 adolescents who had previously experienced psychological (conduct) problems we
part of the sample. Both the Customary Drinking and Drug Use Record (CDDR) and
several clinical interviews were part of the procedure. This study found “that conduct
disorder type behaviors are highly prevalent among adolescents entering treatment for
alcohol and drug abuse...”.
1. Chemicals
Evidence exists that changes in numerous chemicals within the body can increase
the tendency for “voluntary alcohol consumption”. For exan^le, estrogen levels in male
and female mice were shown to significantly raise the tendency to abuse alcohol (HilakiviClark, 1996). This was an observational study done over a 60 day time period. Though
mice are not humans, there has been enough o f a tie, over time, to consider the data
generated.
In a 1999, Volpicelli, et. al, wrote o f experiments they had done dealing with the
chemical reactions in the body after a traumatic experience. It has been found that
“endorphin activity increases in response to uncontrollable trauma”. As that trauma is
replaced with normal biological fiinctions, there seems to be a “resultant endorphin
withdrawal”. Alcohol use can increase endorphin activity, and many people find that
“drinking can compensate for the endorphin withdrawal that follows a traumatic
experience”. Though just an ancillary finding, it was stated “that when people drink
alcohol after traumatic events, the alcohol makes up for the lack o f endorphin activity”.
Both o f the studies were just “starting-point” studies, but both were foirty certain
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that certain chemical imbalances can lead to a tendency to abuse alcohol. There is an
obvious need for further study.
2. Mental Disorders (both normal and abnormal)
Without trying to trace the root source of a change, several psychological
measures can also affect the tendency to abuse alcohol. Hussong and Chassin found that
anxiety, depression and stress have high correlations to the abuse o f alcohol (see Section
B).
Neff was trying to gain some understanding in regards to parental alcoholism and
their children abusing alcohol. From that research, he found, “parental alcoholism
appeared to have little impact” on the childrens alcohol habits. But the study led him to
look at other foctors that were broached in the initial study. Neff (1994) studies 1784
alcohol abusing adults and their children. Questionnaires were used, in conjunction with
Rosenberg’s 10-item measure on self-esteem. This study classified “low self-esteem” as
an influencer o f teen alcohol abuse. Other studies also intimate and agree with this
finding, but they use different terminology, ie; “fotalism”, “self-importance”,
“determination”, etc;.
“Evidence suggest that some people may use (abuse) AOD’s (Alcohol Or Drugs)
in part to self-medicate distressing mental states associated with underlying psychiatric
conditions. Adolescents with AOD disorders exhibit a high prevalence o f psychiatric
disorders compared with the general population” (Solhkhah and Wilens, 1998). In
addition to the above conditions, Solhkhah and Wilens include, “bi-polar disorders,
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and conduct disorders.” Solhkhah and
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Wilens did a systematic search o f 10 studies, 2 controlled, 4 open trials, and 4 were case
reports. Though they felt that more controlled studies were needed, they felt confident in
their conclusions.
In a 1998 review o f present theories, Clark and Buckstein found several studies
which state that “the presence o f psychopathology increases the adolescents’s risk o f
developing an AUD (alcohol abuse or dependence) by either precipitating the onset o f an
AUD in vulnerable people or exacerbating mild alcohol problems”. The Clark/Buckstein
study specificalty mentions conduct disorders such as “ 1. aggression to people and
animals, 2. destruction o f property, 3. deceitfolness or theft, and 4. serious violations o f
rules”, as often being indicators o f a tendency to abuse alcohol.
3. Traumas or Other Adverse Life Events
For lack o f a better category, this indicator o f teen alcohol abuse will be cited in
this general section...realizing that traumas are generally the cause o f both psychological
and physiological problems occurring later.
A study done by Clark, Lesnick, and Hegedus (1997) used data fi"om many
previous projects to categorize “trauma” as, “physical abuse, sexual abuse, violent
victimization, witnessing violence, interpersonal violence, and other traumas ” (divorce,
close fiiend dies, non-acceptance by peers, etc;). Clark, et. al., used 132 adolescents with
alcohol abuse. 73 o f these were recruited from the community to form the control group.
The objective of the study was to “determine the relationship among adolescent alcohol
use disorders, and a broad range o f traumas and adverse life events.”
According to this study, “an association between alcohol use disorders and
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negative adverse events was seen for every...subscale”. The most dramatic trauma’s
which had the highest correlation with adolescent alcohol abuse were arguments with
parents, breaking up with boyfriend/girlfriend, and school suspension” (Clark, et al.,
1997).
O f course there is the caveat that “while these results demonstrate that a
combination o f childhood traumatic experiences and other adverse life events is typical in
adolescents with alcohol abuse or dependence, these results do NOT permit causal
inferences” (Clark et al., 1997). Other variables, such as parental substance abuse may
have influenced both “the occurrence o f traumatic events and the development o f alcohol
use disorders” (Clark et al., 1997). Indeed, it seems that the 1999 Study by Volpicelli, et.
al, lead us to the conclusion that it isn’t the trauma that causes the tendency to abuse
alcohol, but the resultant release o f endorphins, and then the endorphin withdrawal that
results (see B l, discussion on “Chemicals”).
Whether chemical or mental, and regardless o f the root causes, there is a marked
tendency towards adolescent alcohol abuse when some physiological and psychological
conditions are present. These have been found to be valuable indicators.

C. Biological or Genetic Indicators
Because there are so many fectors that can influence alcohol abuse, it is difiBcult to
ascertain whether the factors contribute to the abuse, or the fectors manifest themselves as
a result o f the abuse. Almost every alcohol abuse study links the alcohol abusing parent
with a highty probable chance of finding an alcohol abusing child (Windle, Windle, Scheldt
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and Miller, 1995; and Schulenberg, O’Malley, Bachman, Wadsworth and Johnston, 1996).
Genetics as a fector o f alcohol abuse in teens is difficult to quantify. When broken
down, a specific inherited gene, chromosome or change in genetic or chromosomal
patterns have not been found. Neff found a direct link between inherited “mental illness
and alcohol abuse”, however there is no mention o f any genetic fector that causes that
link. Even N effs own finding states, “our data provide little or no support of the
assertion that parental alcoholism may differentially impact...[child] alcohol abuse”.
One study was bold enough to state, “the results are consistent with the inference
that genetic differences as well as fanulial-environmental influences significantly contribute
to the childhood behaviors which play a central role in the development of alcoholism risk.
Preliminary studies have implicated some genes in significantly contributing to individual
differences in behavioral traits, such as novelty seeking. To date, however, those
associations remain controversial.” (Rose, Kaprio, Pulkkinen, Koskenvou, Viken and
Bates, 1997a). This study is an ongoing longitudinal study, undertaken to observe 2800
sets o f twins and then parents. There are assessments given by both classmates and
teachers dealing with the actions o f the twins, and the actions o f the control group o f
other students. These assessments are given over the course o f several years. There are
no biological tests given, but strictly observation.
1. Gender
In a limited study dealing with a small Puerto Rican population, Dusenbury,
Espstein, Borvin and Diaz (see “socioeconomic status” section), found that “the odds o f
being a current drinker were 3.22 times as great for boys than girls”. McGue, Sharma and
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Benson also found that males tend to abuse alcohol more frequently than females,
although the ratio was not as pronounced.
In 1992, Huselid and Cooper were researching “gender roles”, and the theory that
how one “viewed themselves” in relation to gender would be an indicator o f alcohol
abuse. Professionally trained interviewers conducted personal interviews with 1,077
adolescents (ages 13-19). The researchers found that the “data indicates that gender-role
attitudes are reliable predictors o f drinking, particularly among adolescent males”. It
seems that males have a greater tendency to abuse alcohol as teens.
As a sidebar to a study done by Clark and others in 1997, it was found that females
who had been abused (physicalfy or sexually) had a higher likelihood o f abusing alcohol as
an adolescent. But, again, this needs to be studied further to see root causes etc;.
Nakashima and Wong, in their survey from 2000, have stated that “gender is not a
significant correlate o f alcohol use or misuse”.

Summary
Listing of indicators of Alcohol Abuse among teens
The most mentioned anaong “indicators” o f alcohol abuse seems to be parental
related influencers. Is one or more of the parents an alcohol abuser? Is alcohol available
in the home? Do the teens hear and understand “alcohol related” conversation? Is alcohol
consumption accepted in the home? Are parents involved in the childrens lives? Are there
both parental support and parental controls in place? Far and away, the most quantified
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indicator o f alcohol abuse among teens, was the parents using and having available alcohol
in the home.
A close second was the sibling or familial influence. Several studies were very
pointed in their feelings that “sibling influence” was a strong indicator o f the possibility o f
alcohol abuse. Siblings who already abuse alcohol are very likely to invite their younger
brothers and sister (cousins, uncles, etc;) to participate in alcohol consumption...and to
abuse the consumption o f alcohol. Though this section seems similar to the parental
influencer, it has been broken out to give further detail.
Traumatic and adverse experiences early in life tend to be a good indicator o f
alcohol abuse in the adolescent years. Among the best predictors of alcohol abuse was
“chronic” arguments with parents. This study is not able to trace root cause on the
traumatic or adverse experiences.
Conduct problems in early life seem to be a good indicator of alcohol abuse
problems in later life. The root cause o f these problems is not being studied at this point,
but rather these problems as indicators. Many of the problems are traced to be
physiologically motivated, while others tend to be psychologicalfy motivated, yet either
source can create depression, self-esteem problems, bi-polar disorders, and other conduct
disorders which lead to the tendency to abuse alcohol. It is obvious that many of the
conduct problems could be a result o f familial struggles, and/or example.
Several studies found that males exhibit between 2 and 4 times the tendency to
abuse alcohol. Thus, genetics have been proven to play a part in the tendency to abuse
akohoL Being boro a male is an indicator o f alcohol abuse.
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Peer pressure plays a large part in an adolescent’s desire to abuse alcohol, yet it
was not found nearly as often as some o f the previous mentioned indicators. Peers who
encourage and perhaps suppfy alcohol seem to have an impact on desire to abuse alcohol,
but many studies seemed to show that with a good “familial situation ”, peer pressure was
something that could be overcome.
This study has found that quantifiable indicators of teen alcohol abuse are as
follows (in order fi^om strongest to weakest);
1. Parental pressures (1 or more parents abuse alcohol)
2. Sibling Influence (with siblings being “close relatives)
3. Traumas (regardless o f root cause)
4. Conduct problems (regardless of root cause)
5. Males
6. Peer pressure
There has been no effort to try and decide whether the ‘^ u m a ” or the “conduct
problems” were the root cause o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. Perhaps the conduct
problems could have resulted fi^om the alcohol abuse. Perhaps there were other root
causes to the traumas. Regardless, they are both quantifiable indicators of the tendency to
abuse alcohol.
With 6 quantified indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol among teens, now
questions can be formulated to use in a focus group setting. The focus was to question
the teens in such a way as to discern whether the communication specialists in teens lives
are doing an adequate job. Have teens been effective^ taught what the indicators o f the
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tendency to abuse alcohol are?
There are extreme limits within the scope of this research, yet, there are some
findings that will be beneficial to the communication group as a whole. This study defines
“communication group” as anyone in a position to communicate valid warnings and
knowledge to teens. It was expected that teens would know little about the indicators of
alcohol abuse among their age group. It was assumed that some school programs and
perhaps occasional counsel fi*om parents or other adults would be remembered by teens.
With that said, perhaps the most valuable information will come as we ascertain
how much o f the information teens have dealing with alcohol abuse has come through
concerted educational efforts. This study seeks to find how much the teens have been
taught about the indicators o f alcohol abuse, and where that education has come fi^om.
Again, this study tries to understand what, how and how well we are communicating die
indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol to our teens.
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY

Focus Groups
Owing to the complexity o f the subject matter, the population o f the study (teens),
and the background o f the researcher, focus groups was the vehicle used to generate the
necessary data. Generally focus groups are meant to be “exploratory modes o f research”
(Ferre, 1993)
Focus groups have been found to be an effective way to “encourage discussion” of
and “reactions towards” a set issue (ZOcmund, 1991). Generally focus groups are
composed of small groups of individuals (generally 10 or less) o f a homogenous nature, in
this case teens. For this study, three focus groups were held to get a thorough crosssection o f the local high school population (see Sampling History)
“As a research tool, focus groups are designed as informal discussion sessions
which allow a target population to respond to questions within a social context”
(Singleton, et al., 1993). “Focus groups allow researchers to uncover important themes
and salient issues o f people through their comments and interactions as participants in
small group discussions” (Ferre, 1993). This study is a beginning study with the purpose
o f uncovering valuable information which can be used in future studies. The use of focus
groups allow an experienced communicator to involve a diverse number o f people in a
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single setting to explore their feelings, emotions and knowledge. Their advantages “being
inexpensive, data rich, flexible, stimulating to respondents, recall aiding and cumulative
and elaborative” (Fortana and Frey, 1993).
As the respondents interact, the moderator was able to lead the discussion in a
direction to find useful data for study. There was a hope that the respondents would feel
at ease and information would flow freely. Basch (1993) stated, “participants may feel
more relaxed and less pressured to answer every question because others are also
responding”. In addition, “participants are able to express their experiences, feelings and
opinion, and to respond to the views o f others in the group” (Patton, 1987). It seems that
a symbiotic experience occurs, and “experiences, feelings and opinions” are able to flow
more freely.
Generally, focus groups are very flexible, with a moderator choosing from a list o f
various questions to discuss, as the moderator feels appropriate. The moderator
(interviewer) for this study had a set list of questions to draw from. There were limits
placed as to “invention” of new questions during the course of the study. This was to
maintain consistency during the course of the groups. One study noted, “this article
recommends to researchers...the selective use o f devils advocate to reflect different
perspectives to groups, to ask questions in a different way, to introduce new questions,
and to avoid groups arriving at premature solutions” (Mcdougal and Baum, 1997). As
teens are highly impressionable, only the asking o f “questions in a different way” will be
used in this research. From time to time the questions were rephrased for clarification and
drawing out answers.
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“Focus groups are now being used as data collection tools ...particularly for
generating hypothesis, developing survey questions and interpreting quantitative data”
(Hoppe and Wells, 1995). This study used the previous data generated from the
Literature Review to formulate the questions, as this research tries to interpret that
previous data.
The researcher then analyzed the new data and response generated by the focus
groups. Sim (1998) states, “the examination o f focus group data entails the use o f
analytical approaches similar to those applied to other qualitative research methods which
are based on content anafysis”. The researcher looked for themes, common answers and
other similarities in the data from the respondents.
The researcher has had over 20 years o f teaching High School and College aged
students in a private religious setting. Many o f the best teaching moments were nothing
more than glorified focus groups. A successful class would be considered one where the
students were “ready” to learn the information. The class would then be actively
“participating” in the subject matter...sharing back and forth in an appropriate manner.
Within the focus group the researcher tried to help the students so they are “ready”
to participate in the questions. The researcher actively allowed the students to
“participate” in the questions, by asking directed questions, re-phrasing questions where
necessary, and re-enforcing feedback from the students. As mentioned previously, a rigid
outline o f questions was used, with no leeway for new questions (direction) or the use o f
devils advocate techniques.
The researcher enlisted the aid o f another highly skilled teacher (his wife) in
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assisting with some of the details, ie; making a recording o f the session, getting names and
name tags on the subjects, pronq)ting the researcher from time to time as was necessary,
and generally making the subjects feel comfortable.

Sampling
The sample came from 3 different school districts in the Dallas/Arlington/Ft.
Worth, Texas metroplex area. One sample came from the an area that is pre dominantly
referred to by the locals as “upper-class”. Another sample came from a school district
which typically is seen (again, by the locals) as “middle-class”. The last sample came from
a school district which is pre dominantly “lower-class”. No specific income research was
found, or median cost o f homes, but rather the researchers knowlege o f people and areas.
Because this is a “random sampling”, there is the assumption that the sample in each area
will be representative.
The moderator came early enough to identify the young people involved in the
focus group, and make sure to match up parental permission slips with each subject. The
moderator had them fill out name tags and wear them (to help in process of asking
directed questions within the focus group). The moderator started to build enough o f a
“relationship o f trust” with these groups, that some o f the fear and tension was alleviated.
The proceedings were recorded for help in transcribing the results o f the focus group, and
in maintaining accuracy.
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Sampling History
Within the State o f Texas (where this study was done), there are many large and
small school districts. The researcher resides in a large school district area in Arlington.
Upon arriving in Arlington, a meeting was set up with a representative o f the Arlington
School District, in hopes o f securing the opportunity to hold the focus groups at several o f
the schools in Arlington (a very diverse city). This was a request that was new to the
administrators. They had handled many surveys being issued among the local students,
but had not been party to focus groups being held in high school settings. Eventually an
Associate Dean o f the school district made the decision that the school district could not
be involved. He did give the counsel that each principal had a tremendous amount o f
autonomy. There was no direct statement o f authorization to contact the principals, but it
seemed implied to the researcher.
For several months, the researcher approached different school districts in the Ft.
Worth/Arlington area. Each time, many phone calls and visits were made, with the same
results. The school districts just didn’t feel they wanted to be involved in focus group
work.
While struggling with trying to find the proper avenue to hold the focus groups,
the researcher was involved in an outside situation which involved direct contact with a
local high school While making this contact, the issue o f focus groups was brought up
with the school representative (both a principal and an associate principal). Though they
had never seen focus groups done in a high school setting, they were willing to listen.
With that in mind, the direction o f the work changed to individual high schools.
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The principal o f the local high school was contacted with the request, and the
request forwarded to one o f the associate principals. Several meetings followed as the
associate principal became familiar with focus groups, their desired outcomes, the
specifics o f this study, and the background o f the researcher. Over the course of time, a
plan o f actions was formulated as to how to get the necessary parental approval, a
representative sampling, and fit within the time constraints of the researcher, the school,
and the teachers.
After the initial school was contacted, it became a much simpler process (because
o f experience and precedent) to contact other schools. By this point in time, the method
o f contacting the principal, getting his verbal approval and a referral to an associate
principal was found to be a very effective method o f arranging the opportunity to hold the
focus groups. As a result o f the many school districts in the metroplex area
(Dallas/Arlington/Ft. Worth), it was decided to go outside the Arlington School District to
give a broader base to the sample. Several schools within other school districts were
contacted, including schools in the Everman, Hurst/Euless/Bedford (HEB), Carroll,
Mansfield and Ft. Worth school districts. Eventually relationships were set with
Arlington, Hurst/Euless/Bedford, and the Carroll school districts. These were chosen
because o f the diversity o f the students within each school district. Each school district
encompasses a unique set o f students, and the combination would give a tremendously
wide sampling.
A definitive date was set with each administrator, in conjunction with their school
activities and the researchers schedule. It was determined that it would be best to do the
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focus groups on dates as close together as possible, so that the researcher could
experience the continuity o f the focus group questions, and have a more recent memory o f
trends that might have needed to be followed up on.
Generally 3 or 4 classes from each school were targeted. The researcher and
administrators realized early on, that samplings from gym classes, or home economics
classes would be highly limited in gender. It was also realized that both the more
advanced classes (physics, chemistry, etc;), and the more remedial classes (beginning
math, ESL classes, etc;), would also bring a skewing to the sampling. It was decided to
approach classes which held the possibility o f having 2 different grades in them, and
classes which were more mainstream (English, Algebra, etc). Several teachers were
approached by the administration to see if they would be willing to allow their students to
be participants, and if it would be possible with the course load.
The researcher then visited the class, gave a brief description o f when the focus
groups were going to occur and what would occur during the focus groups. The
researcher would then leave, and the teacher would ask for volunteers. Both the
researcher and the teacher only told the students that the focus groups would be about
“alcohol abuse”, and no more specifics than that. Those who volunteered were given
parental permission slips (See Appendix I, II, HI) to take home, and return by the
following week.
Those who volunteered, and brought back the parental permission slips were then
put in a pool (their names were given to the researcher, and were put in a pool, the teacher
kept the permission slips till the day o f the focus groups). Randomly the researcher drew
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out 10 names, and contacted the teachers to have the students notified that they would he
in the focus groups.
The focus groups were held during early classes of the day at each o f the locations.
This was done because o f the researchers schedule. One class period was designated for
each group. As the schools were all on the block schedule (8 classes, with each class held
every other day), this allowed for almost a full 90 minutes for each group.
The researcher and his assistant got to the room about 15 minutes before the
students arrived, and they were able to set up the room in a manner which would allow the
researcher/moderator to face all the students, and be able to have the students see each
other. In addition, there was a concern about recording the proceedings, as a single
recording device was going to be used. The seating needed to be such that a single device
could pick up the voices o f all the participants. By setting the desks (or tables) in an arc
or semi-circle, each voice was projected towards the microphone.
The students were brought into a classroom (or other agreed upon location), and
the researcher had light morning refi-eshments for them (various juices and pre-packaged
breakfast rolls). During this time, the researcher/moderator would just spend a few
moments getting to know the students who had come in. Some background information
was gathered. The assistant researcher made sure that each student had snacks if they
wanted them, and had filled out and was wearing a name tag. At the same time, the
assistant made sure that the students had filled out the student consent form (See
Appendix I, II, HI). Generalfy the get-to-know-you time was limited to 5 or 6 minutes.
This was enough to put the students at ease, and prepare them for the time to come.
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As the students were seated, the researcher/moderator would begin the questions
as quickly as possible, so that the students knew that it was now time for the groups to
begin. The assistant would make sure the recorder was working properly, and the
researcher/moderator would proceed with the questions. There were times that brief
forays into a newly discovered thought would occur, but generally the students were
asked the questions as they appear in Appendix VU.
At the end of the session, the students were again offered snacks as they left.
There were some small conversations among the participants, but generally there were
time constraints which forced the students to leave immediately. The classroom was
returned to its original form, the room was cleaned, and the researcher and assistant went
over the consent forms and left.
Sampling Limitations
Though the study was done as professionally as possible, there were still some
items which ought to be taken into account. Perhaps in future studies these small items
might be alleviated or avoided in some manner.
Having the researcher/moderator go into the classroom and explain the focus
group did cause some skewing. Because the researcher/moderator was familiar to a large
part o f the sample (because o f his full-time employment), there seemed to be an inordinate
number o f acquaintances in the focus groups. Many o f those were not known to the
researcher/moderator before the focus group time, but were familiar with him because of
speaking assignments. As most o f these were not known to the moderator, there was no
chance when drawing the sanq)le to make adjustments. It was evident that one
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subclassification o f the sample was over-represented. This sub-group came fi’om a
religious background which stresses abstinence from alcohol, and thus an unrepresentative
number of these teens could skew the research.
After the initial presentation in the school classes, there seemed to be a bit o f
recruiting taking place. As this seemed to be a true representation o f the population
(other than the above aberration), it seemed strange that there would be a set o f siblings in
2 o f the 3 focus groups. This was seen by the researcher/moderator, but with no
indication of the possibility for adaption till the focus groups were already meeting. As
siblings came from the same home, that would skew the research also. After the first
focus group, the sampling o f the second group was checked. There were no evident
siblings in this group, so no adaption was needed. The third group did have siblings, but
because of the number in the sample, it was decided to leave them both in. With siblings,
could come the tendency to have similar beliefr, training, etc;. Perhaps this over
representation could skew the results also.
A problem occurred in allowing the teachers to gather and hold the parental
consent forms. When the researcher/moderator went to the first focus group, the teacher
had misplaced the parental consent forms. Eventually these had to be found or replaced.
In conjunction with this small inconvenience, there is also the concern that there is no way
to know which parental consent form goes with which student consent form, unless the
last name is the same. That was not noticed until the possibility o f checking those
correlations with the students was past. After the first focus group (where this was an
issue), each co-operating teacher was called to make sure they had permission slips. Kids
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with no permission slips were not allowed to participate.
After the first day, it was realized that inviting 10 students to the focus group
might cause a problem. The first focus group only contained 5 students. Though that was
enough for the task, it was decided to draw out 3 more names for the next 2 focus groups.
This worked better, as the second day there were 9 at the focus group, and the third day
there were 7.
One last problem with the sample came in the time constraints. Generally 90
minutes would be more than ample time for a focus group. In the school setting, the
participants had to go to their class first, get the assignment, excuse themselves and come
to the new classroom. Though this was not time consuming, it did take valuable time.
Coupled with the necessity to develop a relationship with the participants, and the time
involved there, it made for a bit o f rush in one of the focus groups. After the first focus
group, the classroom was procurred in advance, and the co-operating teachers were given
that information to announce to the class. The second group was a bit better, but the third
group was fine. The moderator also streamlined the relationship building time.
These were valid concerns with the method and sampling. There were a couple o f
the concerns (unusual size o f sub-group, and family members) which may well have
affected the data. At very least, it affected the diversity o f the sample.

Moderators Guide
The focus group questions were developed over the course o f classroom
instruction, and the workings o f the actual research itself. They have gone through several
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modifications and adaptions. At the time o f the focus groups, the quest
ions were in a comfortable format for the researcher/moderator (See Appendix VU).
After the initial period of snacks and a few moments to try and build relationships
o f trust, the questions were set to try and start the focus groups with a “hot topic. That
topic was the legality o f teens having the right to drink alcohol. We had seen many teens
in the news, having to face that issue in the press (see chapter 1, opening statements). It
was hoped that this issue would spur and open feeling in the group. With that beginning,
definitions could be explored (See Appendix VII, question 3), and the research could be
brought to the school setting.
Question 4 began the process o f trying to find how much the students knew about
the indicators of the tendency to abuse alcohol, as the focus was taken fi’om general beliefs
and brought to their school, and social groupings in the academic setting. Questions 5 and
6 were used to reinforce and dig a little deeper into the peer and group pressures, and
were also used to lead us to the direct questioning about indicators of the tendency to
abuse alcohol, in questions 7-9. With definitions set, and an open discussion, it was hoped
that by simply asking if they understood what indicators might show the tendency to abuse
alcohol, they would answer openfy and honestly. Where the participants learned about
those indicators was then explored.
Another “hot topic” would be introduced to try and generate a new enthusiasm for
the subject. Because o f experience with teens, the researcher felt that every 15-20 minutes
the students would need to change focus, and take a new approach. Advertising and it’s
possible effect on the tendency to abuse alcohol were then explored in questions 12-13, as
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a means to (possibly) re-energize the focus group.
With that added energy, it was felt that blunt questioning about programs
(question 14), moral issues (question 15), dangers (question 16), and specific influencers
(questions 17-19) would be productive. This was also an opportunity to add information
to the same questions which had been asked previously in a different format. It seemed to
be very effective.
Questions 20 and 21 were there as a transition to end the focus group. The
researcher wanted to leave the students with something which would cause them to think
about their own moral responsibility, especially in relation to where they were individually
and as a group.
One of the indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol was not directly discussed in
the questioning. That was the indicator o f “traumas”. As the researched/moderator tried
to include questions that might lead to a discussion o f traumas, each question seemed to
have had the tendency to lead participant to a conclusion. It was finally decided that the
general questions about the tendencies they had been taught would be sufficient. In
addition, there was not a direct question dealing with gender, but the “grouping
questions” were felt to be appropriate to handle gender.
The number o f questions seemed appropriate for the time constraints of the
researcher/moderator, and the group. The order and focus seemed fairly good also.
Perhaps just an additional well-placed question about familial influencers might have been
useful, but the focus groups seemed to flow well. There were seldom pauses in the
conversation, and the students seemed open in their responses. A bit more time to explore
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the “why” answers would have been helpful, but at the same time, the students needed a
break when the focus group was over.
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CHAPTER4
RESULTS
Do our teens understand what the indicators of the tendency to abuse alcohol are?
Are they being taught what those indicators are? Where is that knowledge coming from?
In order to see how the results o f the focus groups were able to answer those questions,
this study will divide this chapter into two sections, “specific knowledge o f the indicators
o f alcohol abuse”, and “where and how much have the students been taught about the
indicators o f alcohol abuse”. The same ranking o f the indicators as found at the end of
chapter 2 will be used.

A. Teens Specific Knowledge of Indicators
1.

Parental Pressure (where one or more of the parents has a drinking problem,

or fiimishes alcohol)
There seems to be little doubt that the focus groups had been exposed to this
indicator o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. Several in each group expressed a knowledge
o f parents who abuse or furnish alcohol as being an indicator. A senior from Trinity High
School said, “if it’s in your family...if your parents or grandparents are alcoholics, then in
your genetic make-up, then it’s easier for you...to get the disease o f alcoholism”
(Appendix VI, p. 138, Justin). Morgan, a senior from Arlington High School mentioned
that, “it’s in the fomily. Like my mom always told me, it’s almost like it runs in a family”

42
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(Appendix IV, p. 117). At Carroll High School, it was Michelle B., a senior who
reqwnded, “I’ve heard that if your mooL.was an alcoholic then that possibly could have
been carried down to you. You might have that tendency that if you do start drinking you
could become and alcoholic” ( Appendix V, p. 127).
Justin used the term “genetic” in his response, and Michelle B. used the term,
“carried down”. Both o f those intimate a belief that the tendency to abuse alcohol come
by genetic inheritance.

Perhaps Morgan had the best grasp, as he used the words, “it’s

almost like it runs in the fomily”. Though Morgan may have had a grasp on the true
indicator, it is apparent that the bulk o f the students were o f the belief that genetics were
responsible for the tendency to abuse alcohol.
Yet, genetics alone were not seen by the students as totally responsible for thae
tendency to abuse alcohol. Several other interesting comments were made regarding the
influence parents can have on the drinking habits of our teens. Morgan in Arlington said,
“if parents accept drinking and drink themselves then the kids will, even if their parents tell
them not to” (Appendix IV, p. 116). This is also seen in a comment by Michelle G. in
Carrol who states, “sometimes their parents will...help them. ...You hear all the times
about the parents [who] will organize it saying, ‘we’d rather you be drunk at our house,
so we’ll organize the party’.... They’ll get it out, and then they’re drinking with the kids,
and they’re just as guilty as the kids are ” (Appendix V, p. 127).
Making alcohol available to the young people (by parents) was mentioned several
times as leading to the tendency to abuse alcohol. When asked about the families
influence o f a teens desire to drink alcohol, Hollie said, “I think they do when they keep
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akohol around the house....k’s just more natural for them. The parents usually allow their
children to drink” (Appendix V, p. 131). That was followed by Meggie, “it makes them
more curious and want to do it more” (Appendix V, p. 132). Adam at Trinity seemed to
sum up the feelings o f the groups when he said, “it goes back to the parents drinking.
Because if the parents drink, it give the kids a sense o f oh, it’s ok because my parents do
it” (Appendix VI, p. 142).
The focus groups this study dealt with had a fairly good understanding o f the
influence a parent could have in the tendency for a teen to abuse alcohol. We can see by
some o f the comments from above, that many o f the group felt that this tendency was
genetic. Yet, Brandon in Arlington was quick to input, when speaking of his alcoholic
grandfether and grandmother, “does that mean that I am going to be an alcoholic? I don’t
think so ” (Appendix IV, p. 118). It seems the bulk of the students felt that genetics were
a major indicator o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. The students of these focus groups
also were aware that parents who abuse or furnish alcohol, are a leading indicator of the
tendency for a teen to abuse alcohol.
2. Sibling Influence (close relatives)
References were obscure at best. One reference was made to “the people you live
with” when Morgan (Appendix IV, pg. 121) said, “if the people you live with drink and
you’re always around it, you feel it’s just accepted”. But that seemed to be qualified in
the next sentence, as Morgan made allusions to “parents”.
Another reference soon followed, as Margie (Appendix IV, pg. 121) mentioned
that, “...femilies have an influence...”. But she also immediately used the word “parents”.
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twice in the next two sentences.
There were few references to “sibling influencers”. Perhaps this is because the
focus groups included siblings with their parental response. Perhaps it is because they
don’t recognize siblings as an influencer. The parents in the house would be the natural
providers o f alcohol to the teens, so there may not have been a tie with siblings and
providing alcohol.
Though the Literature Review found a strong tie between sibling pressure and the
tendency to abuse alcohol in teens, no supporting statements o f sibling pressure being an
indicator were found.
3. Traumas
There were no references to traumas as being indicators o f alcohol abuse. Not
even a veiled allusion could be found.
4. Conduct problems
Justin (Appendix VI, p. 136) immediately began the group with a comment about
“self-control”. He stated that many people who are not involved in sports drink because
“they don’t have enough self-control”. Was he referring to not having enough self-control
to play sports? Or, was he referring to not having enough self-control to abstain from
alcohol? Though we can’t truly discern what was meant, later in the same focus group,
Justin (pg. 140) talks again about “control”, as he says, “alcohol makes you lose
control...and if you don’t have control over you, then you don’t have control over where
your future’s going and where you are going to end up”. Though losing “self-control”
can’t be directfy attributed to conduct problems, it is probably at the very center o f causes
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o f those who do have conduct problems.
Lindsay (Appendix V, pg. 130) states, “...if you drink at all you could be putting
your life in danger”. Though “putting your life in danger” is not a specific conduct
problem, as society has not accepted suicide as proper behavior, then by association, by
“putting your life in danger”, you have a conduct problem. Morgan (Appendix IV, p. 114)
talking o f those peers who seem to have a drinking problem said, “they’re definitely not
responsible enough”. Though using semantics, there is still a strong indication that teens
look at other teens who drink as having “conduct problems” o f a sort.
Several references were made to the problem o f driving drunk and the associated
consequences of some o f those actions. Michelle B. at Carrol High (Appendix V, p. 127)
shares her opinion that one of those consequences o f this conduct problem could be
“killing everyone”. That o f course is not an acceptable behavior, and would therefore be
considered a “conduct problem”. Both Daniel and Jason shared their feelings in regard to
car accidents caused by drunk drivers (Appendix VI, pg. 141).
There were no direct references to conduct problems being an indicator of the
tendency to abuse alcohol. But there were several references to people with conduct
problems being some o f those who abuse alcohol. There was no evidence that any in the
focus groups had direct knowledge that conduct problems were an indicator o f the
tendency to abuse alcohol.
5. Males
There did not seem to be any indication that the focus groups found any
connection between being male, and having the tendency to abuse alcohol. Though there
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were some veiled allusions to “football teams”, those were for from being considered as
substantial.
6. Peer Pressure
The lowest rated indicator as found by the Literature Review, was frequently
indicated by those in the focus groups, as a major foctor. As the responses have been read
and re-read, it seems that the members of the focus groups found peer pressure to be the
biggest indicator o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. Interestingly enough, it was mentioned
several times as both a negative and positive influencer.
John in the Carrol group says, “You could influence someone who is younger.
You know, you could get them started in drinking and it could just ruin their life”
(Appendix V, p. 130). John is very firm in the notion that teens can have a very specific
and personal affect on other teens. This is confirmed by Daniel who said, “other people’ll
just do anything their friends say”, referring to being influenced to drink (Appendix VI, p.
141). These seem to be very pointed references to direct conversation or action that could
influence a peer to drink alcohol. But there seemed to be other influences mentioned.
In the Carrol focus group, Brandon stated, “I think peers are the whole reason
people start, and the whole reason they continue” (Appendix V, pg. 130). Brandon in
Arlington adds, “they think it’s cool to drink. Half the people I know think it’s the only
thing they can do to have fim on the weekends is to go out and drink” (Appendix TV, pg.
119).

Wes from Arlington was even more blunt about peers being an influence, when he

was asked about parents influencing teens to drink. His response, “not as much as their
fiiends” (Appendix TV, pg. 120). Morgan adds “fiiends would be more of a pressure than
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the advertising (Appendix IV, pg. 120). These responses don’t specifically say that one
teen influenced another. Rather, they seemed to intimate that it was a feeling. They
seemed to say that it was done “to be cool” (popular), or some other non-direct method o f
influence.
Peer pressure might be a bit o f a misnomer. Brandon fi-om Carrol has already
input his feelings about “peers [being] the whole reason people start...” to drink
(Appendix V, p. 131). Yet, he immediately says “they do it for attention, and they do it for
the positions they can have . I guess popularity“. Lindsay mentions the reactions o f other
people when learning about someone abusing alcohol when she said, “people actually
think, ‘wow, you did that!’ I think the whole response o f everybody [is an factor]”
(Appendix V, p. 132) It seems that though we term it peer pressure, it may well have to
do with each individuals feelings about others reactions. Social acceptance was seen as a
real fector in causing alcohol abuse. In addition, there was the general feeling that abusing
alcohol is what is done to “have fim”. Though not direct peer to peer pressure, these sorts
o f things are still very powerful influencers.
Near the end o f the last two sessions, the group was asked which influencer they
felt was the biggest fector indicating a tendency to abuse alcohol. Each group was
unanimous in their opinion that peers played the biggest factor, with “parental just kind o f
aid[ing] in that” (Appendix V, pg. 132; Appendix TV, pg. 122).
Several students were very blunt about others pressure being a negative pressure
(meaning it caused them to push alcohol further away). Justin fi-om Trinity states, “I don’t
hang out with most o f them [those who abuse alcohol], because it’s bad” (Appendix VI,
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pg. 143). For Justin, peer pressure to drink is a negative pressure. Daniel added, “All you
have to do is say ‘no’, and then everybody else will help ” (Appendix VI, pg. 143). Ryan
in Arlington continues, “One o f n y friends said that he had access to beer and stuff. And
I said, ‘naw, I don’t want any of that’, he never said anything after that” (Appendix IV,
pg. 120). As these people are approached, they feel it is wrong, and so the peer pressure
just seems to add to their determination to stay away. In two o f the situations, peer
pressure actually caused a group effort to rebut the pressure.
Daniel from Trinity continues, “all my friends, they know what I do and don’t do;
so if somebody tries to get me to do one o f those things, they’ll like stick up for me”.
This is a very mild statement. Yet some o f the other respondents had much firmer feelings
about the effect peers had on their decision to not drink. Brandon from Arlington, in
speaking o f those who abuse alcohol, said, “[they are] the stupidest people 1 have ever
seen. Makes them act so retarded. They don’t know what they are doing or what’s going
on” (Appendix IV, p. 119). He has obviously had experience with peers and alcohol
abuse, and that experience has negatively influenced him in a tremendous way.
Peer pressure was the most commonly mentioned indicator of the tendency to
abuse alcohol. Peer pressure being both direct and indirect (social acceptance etc;.).

B. Where and How Much Have Teens Been Taught About the Influencers
This became an extremely difBcult question to help the students verbalize. That
there had been some training was very evident. But it was equally evident that the training
is not consistent, and has been done quite some time ago, and in very sporadic manner.
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The researcher/moderator did not want to color the groups responses by delving too
deeply into these matters, so it became trying to get true feelings.
Almost all o f the students mentioned having been part o f the D.A.R.E. program.
Daniel at Trinity tells us, “you got the D.A.R.E program, but 1 guess that’s mostly drugs ”
(Appendix VI, pg. 140). This was echoed by Megan at Carrol (Appendix V, pg. 129).
But upon further questioning, Megan mentioned that they did not have it any more, and
John added that he had been a part o f D.A.R.E in “5th grade in New York”. The group at
Carrol (Appendix V, pg. 129) stated that they were in the program “early in school, in
elementary school..6th grade”.
The curriculum outline concerning the D.A.R.E. program for the elementary
students is delivered in the “fifth and sixth grades, and includes one lessons per week for
17 consecutive weeks ”, though there are visits to the younger kids by a D.A.R.E. ofiBcer
(Appendix V m , p. 148). The curriculum is administered by the local police department,
with a certified teacher in attendance. The D.A.R.E program is mandatory in most school
districts for elementary students, but is by invitation in junior high and high school
(Kantzos, 2001).

From the curriculum outline, it is evident that the D.A.R.E

programs main emphasis is in regard to drug abuse, but alcohol and tobacco abuse are also
included. That emphasis might be a partial reason for the lack o f information regarding
indicators o f alcohol abuse.
By the time the students are in Junior High School, the main focus o f D.A.R.E is
to re-enforce the things taught in elementary school, and introduce the law and other
behavior codes better understood by an early teen. There is also a strong emphasis on
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choosing good friends, and avoiding places and people who may provide substances which
could prove harmful.
The High School emphasis is focused on the consequences o f substance abuse. In
High School, the students are given information to help them make proper choices, and
help them discern what is in their best interest. They are taught about “high-risk, lowgain” choices” (Appendix VUI., p. 151). Methods o f dealing with feelings o f anger and
violence prevention strategies are discussed.
As part o f the D. A.R.E. curriculum outline, one o f the purposes was, “to make
students aware o f the various pressures that influence or persuade young people to use
drugs” (Appendix VIII, p. 149). The only indicator the D.A.R.E. program tries to educate
about is “peer pressure” (Kantzos, 2001).
It is obvious that the all or almost all of the group had been introduced to alcohol
and drug abuse information at an early age. At the same time, it seems that the organized
information has been sporadic at best since elementary school. Morgan from Arlington
says, “I want to say more in Junior High than in High School” when asked where he was
made femiliar with the D A.R E. program (Appendix TV, p. 119)
There are efforts by the individual school to inform the students o f alcohol (and
drug) abuse. These seem to come in the form of individual assemblies for the entire
student body. Daniel stated, “at the beginning of the year, this guy came and talked about
his girls that got hit by a drunk driver” (Appendix VI, pg. 140). The group from Carrol
said, “every once in a while they have an assembly” (Appendix V, pg. 129). Apparently
these are on-going efforts, as Michelle B. mentions, “they have someone come talk to us”
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(Appendix V, pg. 129).
There does seem to be one other effort being made. Wes at Arlington stated that
he had been taught about alcohol abuse in “health class” (Appendix IV, pg. 118). This
was echoed

Justin at Trinity who tells he had received alcohol abuse insights “in health

class” (Appendix VI, pg. 140). Yet these programs are apparently in conjunction with the
current text being used, and neither traceable nor consistent.
In the Hurst/Euless/Bedford School District, they have a program entitled, “Every
Fifteen Minutes”, stressing the fact that every fifteen minutes someone dies fi’om a drunk
driver. Both Jason and Jesse at Trinity stress that “it’s a program” (Appendix VI, pg. 6).
“Every Fifteen Minutes” is an ongoing program dedicated to helping teens
understand the outcomes of drunken driving. Like D.A.R.E, “Every Fifteen M inutes” is
govemmentally sponsored. It is one o f the pre-researched and written programs that
public officials have access to. Generally it is funded and sponsored by the local
Department o f Public Safety (Black, 2001).
The premise o f the program surrounds a mock drunken driver accident staged in
fi-ont o f the local high school. The students are briefed very lightly before the actual crash,
and then allowed to witness the crash. The full range o f emergency medical personnel are
called to the scene, and victims (both portrayed as “dead” or “alive”) are taken away by
the respective emergency agency. An assembly is then held explaining that every fifteen
minutes someone dies in the United States as a result o f drunk driving. School goes back
to normal schedule, other than every fifteen minutes a bell is sounded, and someone is
taken out o f class, portraying that person who died as a result o f drunk driving. The
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person (who is portraying the victim) is then dressed in a black shirt and sent back to
class. No one is allowed to speak to those portraying victims (Black, 2001).
Generally the “Every Fifteen Minute” program is a one time situation. Though
from time to time throughout any given year, the administration of individual schools can
have follow-up assemblies.
Educational efforts dealing with alcohol abuse among teens is an on-going process
in the three school districts this study dealt with. These programs range from the shock
therapy o f the “Every Fifteen Minute” program, to the on-going attempts by the D.A.R.E.
program. The D.A.R.E program is administered by local law enforcement, and though not
mandatory, is still used often, though it differs from police department to police
department, and from school to school. The “Every Fifteen Minute” program has been
used in all o f the school districts this study dealt with, though not on a yearly basis.
Regular assemblies are planned and carried off in each school district from time to time as
the district has time and resources to plan and implement those assemblies (Kantzos,
2001). In addition, the curriculum of high school health classes has included a section
dealing with alcohol (and drug) abuse among teens.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS
The closing statement o f Chapter 1 states, “this study will focus on the simplest of
matters...what, how and how well are we communicating to the young people o f the
world, the indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol”? The focus groups were helpful in
getting a beginning point in our understanding o f those questions asked at the onset o f the
study, and continued throughout the entirety o f this research.

What are Teens Being Taught About the Indicators
There are many statistical studies which have been able to quantify the difference
between parental influence to drink alcohol, and sibling influence to drink alcohol. Yet in
trying to develop questions which would draw those thing out became unwieldy, leading
and time consuming. For that reason, no attempt was made to differentiate between
parental influence and sibling influence in the reporting chapter or this chapter. The
analysis that follows should be interpreted as referring to parents, but understood as
possibly applying to siblings also.
There can little doubt that the influence o f parents on teens is understood by the
teens in the focus groups. In each group, there were many references to the effect that
parents can have on drinking habits, and the respondents were firm in those beliefe. As the
researcher/moderator would ask questions, often there would be a time gap as the
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respondents would ponder and prepare to answer. Those questions involving parental
influence on the teens were the questions which were answered quickly, thoroughly and
emphatically. If a word count were performed on the responses, it would become
apparent that parental influences were the most talked about.
In analyzing the answers given by the respondents, it is evident that there is
confusion as to the reason for parental influence in the alcohol abuse problem. A few o f
the members of the focus groups were able to express their inability to discern the root
causes o f those reasons for parental influence. But, the bulk o f the respondents looked to
that influence being genetic in nature. A couple of the respondents were upset with the
notion that they could well be alcoholic simply because their grandfather was an alcoholic.
But that was not a response coming fi’om education, but rather a response coming from
emotion.
There is basis for the confusion about the root cause o f the parental influence on
their children. There is a tremendous amount of ambiguity dealing with the “genetics”
versus “environmental” versus “cultural” issues. Though no scientific research found to
quantify that the tendency to abuse is genetic, it was still written about freely in the studies
this research fi)cused on. There was ample scientific evidence that parents influence teens
to abuse alcohol, but as to the root cause, that needs more definitive research.
The teens seem to have a decent grasp o f the influence parents can have in the
tendency to abuse alcohol. They also seem to have a grasp on how strong that influence
can be. The respondents were very aware that making alcohol available, and perhaps even
encouraging alcohol usage would be an indicator of the tendency to abuse alcohol.
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It should come as no surprise that there were few responses indicating “trauma” as
an indicator o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. As was mentioned in Chapter 3,
Moderators Guide, no attempt was made to include such questions, as those sorts o f
questions were extremely leading. Though each o f the other indicators of alcohol abuse
had either direct or veiled allusions, trauma did not seem to. The respondents o f the focus
group either had no knowledge, or didn’t feel to volunteer such knowledge when asked of
indicators.
The Literature Review was blunt in finding that conduct problems were good
indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. There was some discrepance as to whether
the conduct problems were as a result of the alcohol abuse, or the alcohol abuse came as a
result o f the coixiuct problems. Judging by the responses of the focus groups, it seems
they had the same question in their minds. Until some empirical research is done that can
shed some light on the issue, there will be a hole in societies ability to “help” solve the
alcohol abuse problem among our teens.
If conduct problems do indeed cause alcohol abuse (which there is a small amount
o f enq)irical evidence to suggest), then the logical approach would be to educate those
with conduct problems. Even better would be spending time and effort to help cure or
ameliorate the conduct problems.
If, on the other hand, alcohol abuse is a root cause of conduct problems (which
there is a small amount o f empirical evidence suggesting also), then the logical approach
would be finding ways to stop alcohol abuse. As they seem to be tied together, perhaps a
muhi-feceted approach would be most effective (see Summary).
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Each reference to conduct problems in relation to alcohol abuse was a veiled
reference. There were no direct statements by any o f the respondents which tied conduct
problems with the tendency to ahuse alcohol.
The members o f these focus groups did not have a strong knowledge of trauma
being an indicator, but did seem to have an ancillary knowledge.
Males have a much higher tendency to abuse alcohol as found in the Literature
Review. Several questions were pointed at finding the respondents understanding of that
feet. Yet, there were no direct or indirect comments dealing with being male as an
indicator o f the tendency to abuse alcohol.
One of the real surprises in the study was the commitment teens had to the theory
that peers play a very important role in their tendency to abuse alcohol. The Review o f
Literature found that peer pressure was not rated nearly as highly as several other
indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. Yet it was one o f the most oft mentioned
indicators o f the respondents. Time and again, answers would be brought around to peer
pressure being a leading cause of alcohol abuse among teens.
The term “peer pressure” from the respondents was seen to have several different
meanings. At times, some of the respondents were referring to direct comments made by
peers, trying to influence others to drink alcohol. There were other references which
termed “peer pressure” as a social acceptance issue. In conjunction with the social
acceptance, there was also the view that drinking and perhaps abusing alcohol was a form
o f fun, at least “fun” in the terms of these focus groups.
Often strong words were used when the teens would refer to the inqmct that peers
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could have on the tendency to abuse alcohol. Many of the respondents actually made the
jump from having knowledge that peer pressure was a strong indicator of the tendency to
abuse alcohol, to sharing personal experiences in their own lives. From the responses,
peer pressure is a very real, on-going situation within the lives o f those in the focus
groups.
Though the word count would not give it the same strength as the parental
influence, peer pressure was felt strongly by the teens. If there were a way to measure
emotion in the responses, peer pressure would have been seen as the indicator the
respondents felt strongest about.
Just as a sidebar to both parental and peer influence, it was very evident in our
focus groups that both o f those influencers could be both negative and positive. The
respondents were quick to point out that though we viewed peer pressure as negative,
there could also be a tremendous amount o f positive peer pressure. The same was implied
about the influence non-drinking parents could have on their kids. There was also a
strong positive pressure applied by some abstinent social groups.
The respondents were very knowledgeable about parental pressure as an indicator
o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. They did not seem to have a feel for how strong o f an
indicator it was. There was little knowledge of traumas, conduct problems, or being male
as strong indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. They were however, very
knowledgeable about peer pressure and the influence it can have on the tendency to abuse
alcohol. Many of them had actually internalized this indicator (peer pressure).
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How are Teens Being Taught About the Indicators
The attempts to educate teens about the indicators o f alcohol abuse are being done
in sporadic manners. Each o f the programs or methods found to be used, are in totally
discretionary situations. At sometimes and in some places they are being used, but
according to this research there is no mandatory educational attempt.
The method mentioned the most was the D.A.R.E program. There is curriculum
in place for both the junior high student, and the high school student (and elementary,
though this study deals only with teens). The curriculum comes from a central agency,
which disseminates the curriculum. This curriculum is sent to each qualifying police
department. From there the educational administrators become involved, in working with
the police.
School assemblies were mentioned often as another method of communicating
indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol. Each time a mention was made o f assemblies,
it also seemed to come with the caveat that they had alcohol abuse assemblies, but it was
just once in a while.
Another method o f communicating these indicators was in health class. In none of
the instances of a health class being mentioned were there any details given o f what that
meant. As “health class” was mentioned each time, it implies that there is a set curriculum
that is incorporating standardized information. It is also a requirement for all students to
take health.
The last method mentioned to aid in understanding the indicators o f alcohol abuse
was a presentation called, “Every Fifteen Minutes”. This was only mentioned in one brief
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response, but Mr. Black (2001 ) mentioned that the program had been done in the last 3
years in each o f the schools within this study.
This study found that the following 4 items were identified as places where teens
are learning about the indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol:
1. D.A.R.E. program
2. Assemblies at school
3. Health class
4. Every Fifteen Minutes program

How Well are Teens Being Taught About the Indicators
Extremefy weak teaching seems to have taken place. This study cannot judge as to
the reason, but the actual indicators o f alcohol abuse were seldom talked about (with the
exception o f a few references to parental influence, and quite a few more references to
peer influence).
Lacking scientific evidence as to root causes o f parental influence on the tendency
to abuse alcohol, has left the educators and parents to do the best they can with the
information they have. An effort has been made to educate the teens about parental
influence, but it is difBcult to educate when there is feulty or missing information. In
interviewing the D.A.R.E. ofBcers and educational administrators, it was evident that a
fear o f legal action colors the training. It seemed that the administrators and ofBcers were
aware o f the parents and siblings effect on the tendency to abuse alcohol, but it is not part
o f the curriculunL Each interviewee shared a fear of a parent instigating legal action if the
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parent were inqxlicated in the misdeeds o f the child.
The focus o f each o f the teaching methods employed (which this study dealt with)
seemed to be peer pressure and how to manage that pressure. Some o f the reason for that
belief has to go back to the school programs that are available to the kids. The D.A.R.E
program looks at peer pressure as the only indicator that is taught. Many o f the programs
associated with D.A.R.E and other assemblies or on-going training are centered around
the teen disassociating themselves from peers who are a bad influence. There is also much
training on positive self-image building through proper associations. These thing would
re-enforce the idea o f peer pressure being a greater influencer than it actually is.
This study assumed that teens had been taught little about the indicators o f the
tendency to abuse alcohol. That seems to be true. Yet, there seem to be other mitigating
circumstances that don’t allow us to point to the reason that there seems to have been
little learning. We do not have access to the previous teaching moments, to be able to see
if effective teaching was employed. We also do not have access to all the curriculum of
health class and assemblies, so we can see if the teaching of “appropriate things” was
occurring.

Limitations
Several areas of concern arose during the course of the study. Each o f these
concerns was addressed in the most effective manner at the time. Several o f these
limitations were addressed in depth in Chapter 3, Sampling Limitations. If further
research is done, these need to be given consideration before the study:
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A. Familiarity o f researcher and study population. Though it would have been
hard to imagine with such a large population to draw from, we have found that the world
is indeed “very small”. There were several o f the participants of the study who were
femiliar with the moderator as a result o f the moderators activity in religious matters.
Though this may NOT have caused any deviation in getting reliable data, it certainly could
be a pose a problem in keeping the data pure. This was overcome with a thorough pre
screening process for the later focus groups.
B. Certainly other researchers have feced the problem of getting parental
permission slips back from the students. Even with school teacher help, there was still a
need to approach 40-50 students to get enough to hold a proper focus group.
C. The lack o f representation o f ALL ethnic and culture groups was disturbing.
Part o f that may have been due to the necessity of having to have parental permission
slips, but there may have been other fectors. The time o f day could well have played a
fector. If there were kids abusing alcohol, they may not be the ones in early classes.
Though the research covered 3 very different high schools, from 3 very different areas,
the subjects still were pre-dominantly white, and pre-dominantly well-mannered, high
achieving kids (at least from the moderators perspective). There is little doubt that the
lack o f representation definitely skewed the research.
D. Familial recruiting did in feet seem to take place. As 1 looked through the
permission slips, etc; there were I or 2 different sets o f siblings at the various focus
groups. This may NOT have been able to have been avoided, as femily members seem to
“follow” the older members, but there may be ways to lessen the in ^ c t. This was done
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through the pre-screening process on the later focus groups.
E. A better method to be able to track what was being said, and record it in a
manner that would be easier to transcribe. Perhaps microphones for each o f the students
would have been helpful. It is something that needs to be addressed in fiiture focus
groups.
F. There were a tremendous number o f questions that seemed to be ancillary to
the specific questions that we wanted to answer. They were put into the selection o f
questions as a means o f developing relationships of trust to get honest and representative
answers. It might he good to eliminate several o f the ancillary questions, and focus more
on the 3 main issues o f the study. There were several times that the moderator would
have liked to have developed a question, but because of the number of questions to get
through, it was impossible.
G. Time constraints were a problem. Perhaps in refining the questions, the time
restraints would NOT have been an issue. Most teens tend to have an attention span of
something less than an hour on any given subject (personal opinion). The focus groups
were geared towards that time frame. It is unlikely that more time would have helped, but
perhaps coupled with reworking the questions, it may have helped to explore the real
questions a bit deeper. In the end, more organization and less time building relationships
o f trust seemed to cancel out the time factor.
H. Group answers were a problem. Though they did show an agreement among
the subjects, it was difficult to track responsibility for answers when transcribing. Perhaps
giving each participant a microphone, and having them identify themselves before
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answering may help in this issue. The moderator did learn to identify one o f the
individuals when group answers came. A follow-up question was directed to that person.
It seemed to bring back order to the group, and allow the responses to be assigned
properly.

Future Research
The focus o f this study was not limited in nature and scope. The main thesis
question was, “what, how and how well are those responsible for educating our teens,
teaching the indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol”? This is a broad statement, but
because o f the limitation of time, expense, etc;, the results were not broad, but rather
narrow, but a good starting point.
Each individual school district has implemented alcohol abuse (and other substance
abuse) education as they feel appropriate. Each school district uses different methods to
try and provide that education. A firm look at specific school districts as a whole would
be very helpful. Especially is the school district were o f moderate size to provide statistics
which could be more universal. A thorough review o f the program could be undertaken,
and then a well thought out survey issued to the students. With a survey, quantifiable data
would be generated which would be a more reliable source of information. Many more
teens could be surveyed, with district-appropriate questions. At least one district at a time
could evaluate the effectiveness o f their program.
There is difBculty in undertaking a study which would get to the heart of teen
alcohol abuse issues. This study found, the bulk of the information about alcohol abuse.
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that teens feel is valid, seems to come from their parents. Yet, that would be a difficult
thing to quantify. But there are other issues which might lead the researcher closer to
making that differentiation.
Targeting different ethnic or social groups to get their feelings dealing with the
indicators o f the tendency to abuse alcohol, would be one way to gather useful
information. This study attenqsted to touch lightly on the different ethnic and social
groups, but that was not the focus. As differences might be found in the education o f
different ethnic or social groups, it may lead to understanding o f the effectiveness o f the
teaching efforts in each sub group.
There seemed to be a tremendous difference in the amount o f time and energy
expended on any given strategy to educate the teens, and the amount the teens
remembered about that teaching. One valuable study would be to administer quantifiable
surveys to the teens to get a firm understanding o f what they are actually retaining from
the educational efforts. This would help discern the most productive program, in relation
to time allotted, money spent, etc;.

Summary
This study was interested in the effectiveness o f our (those in responsibility
positions with teens) communication with teens. The research studied teen alcohol abuse,
and the indicators o f teen alcohol abuse. The research gave us some beginning insights
into how well we have communicated those indicators to our teens. The subjects o f this
study seemed to be well-versed, and though misled in some areas, for the majority o f the
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information, they were well prepared.
The teens o f the world seem to be able to parrot back the information they have
been taught. But, nothing seems to be changing. In feet, the statistics show that teens are
abusing alcohol in increasing numbers. They are not being helped with correct
information; and/or they are not being helped effectively; and/or they are not interested in
making changes to avoid the consequences o f alcohol abuse.
It would seem that society would want to provide the help necessary in each area
o f concern. That will call for a multi-dimensional approach to the problem. If teens are
not being helped with correct information, then the correct information needs to be found.
Quantifiable research needs to be implemented to discover root causes o f alcohol abuse
among teens.
Methods need to be discovered which will help teens (and parents) understand the
root causes of alcohol abuse. The “Every Fifteen Minutes” program seemed to have the
most impact on the teens, so it may serve as a model for future programs. Perhaps
educational efforts would best be suited to parents (though they may have an alcohol
abuse problem). As creative methods are employed (like the “Every Fifteen Minute”
program) with adults, the results can be much more dramatic in the older age group.
Legislation could he incorporated to help parents understand their responsibilities to their
children.
If teens are not interested in changing, some o f the parental training would help
alleviate attitudinal problems (as parents learn their responsibilities and train their
children). In addition, early intervention programs for at-risk children could be fimded and
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a real attempt made to stop the cycle.
At the beginning o f the study Samuel Becker was quoted in 1995: “there is
increasing evidence that most o f the patterns of behavior injurious to health tend to be set
early in people’s lives...we need to provide . help when they are yoting, before their beliefs
and habits are so ii%rained and habitual that they are extemely difScult to change.” It has
been Sik years since that statement, and it still holds true. This research would tend to
conclude that those who are responsible for teaching about the indicators o f alcohol abuse
still have work to do, but they are not alone.
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UNIV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
Wehc|ieiiMtyoB wiP helpusliyiiiniripBriiniiiMitwportut «tody. WeamxmdlymghomrwellyiNihmvc
boeaUnightihelcadiiig e n » oTalooholabuie among lee». We will be meeting in a group ee»ing(8>l0
leenc) for one hour, it will be held tfeuing dam time, and on school propeit)-. Your deciaon to take part
in this studjr is vohintaiy and you should discum it whh your patents aa to whether oraol you should
pailiripair There ate NO peroeiwedtida to yon. other than ifyou have a little dbcomfoit talking about
the suWectofakohol abuse among your peere Your identity will remain completely anonymous, as NO
names will ever be used in connectiaa whh this study.
Ifyou have any qoesdons. call Bob Van Diinnnelcn at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@illNO.COM>or Dr.
Tony Feni (702) 895-1371. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Piogtaam for The Unhenityor
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and akmg with the parental consem foim. return them to the school on the day it was
asked for Thaaks so much.

/ mukrskmdthat it is my choice to participaie in this stmfy.
____________
SIGNATURE

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n sp u n C o lleg e o f U rb an A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S chool o f C o m m u n ic atio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P ark w ay • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s. N evada 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 0 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNIV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a leqm t for your SOB or daughter to pnticipate in Rsemch bang oondncted by Bob Van
Drinimelen. who is a masfofs candidate at the UnKenityoTNevada. Las Vegas. While this pnyect is not
an official study of the University of Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been icvicwod and approved by
the University.
The purpose of this study is to ooUea verial data which will help foraulaie theories fdaiing to how
fomiliar teens are with the leading causes of alcohol abuse, where they have reoeivai that infonnation. and
how effective the communication of those causes has been.
The study will consist o f three infonnsl focus groups bciag conducted. Each group will consist of
between eight and tea teens. The mnderalor will be a trained professional with an assistant to help in
record the teens responses. The groups will meet orre time, for no rrrore than one hour This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at the schooL The only risks iitvolved may be a feeling of being
uncomforlhble <6scussing alcohol abuK amont peers.
Your child sdecisioo to participate in this group study is corupletely voluntary It is important for you to
know that there will be no names used in this study, every pattidpaiu will remain aaonymous. If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this consem form and have your student taum it to his or her teacher.
If you have questions regarding the pngect, ytm may coniaa Bob Van Drimnielea at (817) 86I-4S8S1
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. ToftyFeiri by phone at (702) 895-1371. You mqr also contaa the
Office of Sponsored Progianrs at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions rqprdmg the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be errdoaed for your records

Understanding the conditions stated above, I give permissionfo r my son or d a u b e r to
participate in this study.
^N A TU R E

---

U m
C
A A ite fo d J
c / j f o /
PLEASE PRINT NAME
DATE '

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e of U rban A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S ch o o l of C o m m u n icatio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P ark w ay • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V e g a s. N ev ad a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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TTNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
W eho|iellHlyoawillhelpusliy leitidpelieeininim portinlslndy. We are midying how well you have
been taught Ihe leading causes ofakoholaliuae among teens. We will be meeting in a group setting (S-10
teens) Ibr one hour. It will be held during dass time, and on school property. Your decision to take part
in this stuity is voluntary and you should discuss it with your parons as to whether ornot you should
panicipale There are NO perceived risks to you. other than ifyon have a little dncoudbtt taBdng about
the subject ofakohol abuse among your peers. Your identity will remain completely anotryttUMS. as NO
names srill ever be wed in corurection with this study.
If you have atiy questions, call Bob Van Drimmelen at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr.
Totry Ferri (702) 895-1371 You can also call the Office of Sportsored Programs ibr The University of
Nevada. Las V ^ at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and along with the parental consent form, return them to tiK school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks so imich.
/

undengmd that A t s / r y choice to pæ ttcipate in this stmfy.

SIGNATURE

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f U rb an A ffairs
H an k G re e n s p u n S ch o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P ark w ay • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s , N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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TTNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We hope H it yon will hdp ns by | H id|» iiag in an important «liKty. We are flmtyiag how well yon have
been taught the leading causes oTakoholabnae among leene. We will be meeting in a gimip setting (S-10
teens) lor one hour. It will be held during darn time, and on school property Your decision to take part
in thfe stmty is vohmiaiy and you should diacam d with your parents as to whether or not yon should
paitiripate There are NO pereetvod risks so you. other than ifyou have a little disoonilbet taking about
the sabiectoralcohol abuse among your peers. Your identity will remain complcidy anottymous. as NO
names will ever be used in connection with this study.
iryou have any qnestions. caU Bob Van Driannelen at (817) S6I-6SS1 (BROVAN@AJNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Ferri (702) 895-1371. You can also call theOBioeof Sponsored ftograms for The Univeriity of
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and along with the paremal conseat form. R tam them to the school on the day it was
ashed for. Thanks so much.

I understand that it is my choice to p a rticip a i At this study.
SlG N A reR E

vrCdrgmr) (g/ZAaf*?

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e of U rb an A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M ary lan d P ark w a y • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s . N ev ad a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 6 8 0 5
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is iiegaett for jfour too or dawgh cr to pwtidpreeiaieaeMchlieiiig conducted ty Bob V i
Diimneicn. who is a masters cuKhdste at the UnivcrrityafNevadB.Lss Vegas. While this praject is not
an official dadÿ of the Uotvcnily oTNevada. Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved fay
theUnwerrity.
The purpose of this stndy is to collect verbal data which will h e ÿ fotaaalale theories relating to how
fhadliar teens are with the leailtig canoes of alcohol abaae; where they have received that information, and
how efléclive the coaamunication of those caases has been.
Thesmdlywillcottsistof three informal focasgmops hejng meahimnri & ch group will consist of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator will be a traiaedprofcasional with an awitlant to help in
record the teens reeponses. The groups will ttmet one time, for no more than one hour. This meeting will
be held during school hmus, and at Ihe school. The only risks involved amy be a fodii*ofbeing
Your child’s decision to partkipaie in this gnmpatndy is completely vohmtaiy. It is important for you to
know that there will be no names used in this stndjy. every participam will remain anonymous. IftMsis
acceptable to you, please sign this coaaem form and have your riadertf return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyeu have queaioiisregaw ing the pngect, you may om iaa Bob Van Drimmden at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@nmO.(X)M) or Or. Toiiy Ferri by phone at (702) 895-1371. You may alao contact the
Office of Sponsored Programs at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be cadoaed for your records.

[/nderstanSng the condilions suoed above. I ffveperm isstem /or my son €>rdaughter to
participate in this stmfy.
\ ^

-V -

SIGNATURE
\

\N \g - %V

t

PLEASE PRINTNAME

111

-2 ^

DATE

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f U rb an A ffairs
H an k G re e n sp u n S ch o o l of C o m m u n ica tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P ark w ay • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V e g a s, N ev ad a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 6 8 0 5
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U N IV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
WcliopetlMlyBawUIhdpinliypMtidpmiag m a n u a potiam itiidÿ. We are fttutyiiig how well you have
been taufbl the leading cauaea of alcohol abuae among teens. We will be meeting in a group setting (8-10
teens) Ibr one hour. It will be held during class time, and on seboolpiapeftjr. Your decision to take part
in thfe study is voluaiao'and you should discum it with your parents as to whether or not you should
panic ipate There are NO perceived risfcs to you. other than if you have a tittle disoomfoit talking about
the subject ofaleoholabineaittong your peers. Your identity will retrmin completely anottymous. as NO
names will ever be mod in connectkm with this study.
Ifyou have ariyqHettiona.caU Bob Van Drimmelen at (SIT) 8616851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM>orDr.
Tony Ferri (702) 895-1371. You can also call the OCBceofSpowsored Prugraius Ibr The University of
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357
Please sign this, and along with the paremal consent form, ictum them to the school on the day it was
atked for. Thanks so much.

I understand that it is my choice to participate in this study.
SteiM TU R E

P iE A SE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H a n k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M ary lan d P a rk w a y • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s . N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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IJNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a raqueflte your ion or dnighler to pnticqmle in lacavcfc beingcoiidacled Ity Bob Van
Drimmdcn. who is a masters qnubdatc at the University o f Nevada. Las Vegas. Whik this project is not
an official stmty o f the University o f Nevada. Las V ^as. the process has been reviewed and approved tg'
theUnrverstty
The purpose o f this sluiljr is to coilect verbal data which will help Jbtnmlate tfaeoriea rdating to how
fomiliar teens are with the leading causes of alcohol abuse, where they have received that irdbrmation. ard
how edbctive the communication ofthoae causes has been.
The study will consist of three informal locns groups facing murfortrrt Each group will consist of
between eight arnl tea leerw. The rrrodetalor will be a irairred professional with an amislant to he^r in
lecord the leeim responses. The groups will awet one time, fornoamre than otte hoar. This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at the school. The only risks irwchiedmpy be a feeling of beiitg
uncomfortable dncasring alcohol abitse tunoat peers.
Your child’s décision to participate in this group studjy is oompleteiyvoluniary. It is important for you to
know that there will be no munes used in this study, every participant will remain anonymous. If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this conseru form and have your student letum it to his or her teacher.
Ifywi
ynniMy«nKaeS Bnt» Vannrimmiilgi at tglTt «4I.AK51
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Totry Ferri ty phone at (702) 895-1371 You nuty also contact the
Office of Sponsored ftograms at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be etrdoaed for your records^

Understanding the conditions stated above, I give permissionfo r my son or ckmy^aer to
participate in this study.
H h d çi

a O r n im E

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lleg e o f U rt» n Affairs
H a n k G re e n sp u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n icatio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P a rk w a y • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V eg as, N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
W chopeU m youw illhc^iabygM ftidili m in a n i inpont aiiidy. We are mutymg how well you have
been taughi the leading causes o f alcohol ahuac among lecm. We will be meeting in a group selling (S-10
leens) for one hour. It will be held during dasa time, and on school property Your decision lo lake part
inihkt study is vobiniary and you should (teu m it whh your parcnis as to whether or not you should
purticipatOL There are NO perceived risks to you, other than ifyou have a little disoomlbit talking about
the subject o f alcohol abuse among your peers. Your iderdity will remain completely anottymous. as NO
names will ever be used in ooanection with this atoity.
Ifyou have arry questions, call Bob Van Drimmelen at (817) 8616SSI (BROVAN@nJNO.COM) or Dr.
Toity Ferri (702) 895-1371. You can also caU the Office of Sponsored Programs fiir The University of
Nevaita, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, arrdahmg with the parental consem form, leturn them to the school on the day it wm
asked for. Thanks so much

I understand that it is my chtHce to peaiidpate in Urnsshufy.

H

à G N Â T U I^

v

i g

m rru c

PLEASEjRJNTNAM E

D ATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry lan d P a rk w ay • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V e g a s. N e v a d a 8 9 1 54-5(X)7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 6 8 0 6
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Thmisarequenforyoursomordaugliki lo pwljcipmeiareieMdi beingcondBCMdly Bob Van
Dhnunelen. who isamaatcracandidaleallbcUnivenily of Nevada. Lae Vegat While this pngect is nol
an official study of the Univcnity of Nevada, Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved (y
the Umveniqr.
The paqmae of this study is to collect veAal data which will help forondaie theories relating to how
fomiliar teens are with the leadmg causes of alcohol abuse, where they have received that inlbnnatioiL and
how cSBCthe the oomaareicaiion of those causes has been.
Thestmly will oonsiat of three informai focas groups beiagconihicted. Each group will consist of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator wiB be a traiaedpwfoirionil with an amislam to help in
record the teens responses. The groups will meet one tim t for ito more than one hour This meeting will
be held during school himis. and at ttetchnol. The ottly risks imnlved may be a feeling of being
uncomfortable discussing alcohol abuse amnat peers.
Vous child's decision to participate in this group rtudy is completely vtrluatary. Itisintponamforyoato
know that there will be no names used in this stndy. every participant will remain anoaymoas. If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this consem form and have your stitdent return it to his or her teacher.
lfyouhaveqaettioustegardmgthepniieci.yuu may comact Bob Van Drimitrelea at (817) 8616851
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Totty Feni by phone at (702) 895-1371. You mgy also corwact the
Office of Sponsored Programs M UNLV at (702)895-1337 for qnestiottstegardmg the rights of lesearch
subjects. An entra copy will be cncloaa l for your records.

mams stmfy.
PLBASE PRINTNAME
PRINT NA1Æ

DATE
DATE

G reen sp u n C o lleg e of Urban A ffairs
H ank G ree n sp u n S ch o o l of C o m m u n icatio n
45 0 5 M ary lan d Parkw ay • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V eg a s. N ev ad a 89154-5(X)7
(7021895-3325 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We liope Uw you will h d p us 6y paitidpming in an importe! study. We are studying how wcO you have
been taught the leading causes ofakoholabuenniong teens. We will be meeting in a gioup setting (8-10
teens) ibr one hour. It will be held daring class tiare, and on school property Your decision to take part
in this stucly is voluntary and you should discuss it with your parents e to whether or not you should
particqmle. There are NO perceived risks to ywu. other t h e ifyou have a little dMOomlbst talking about
the subject of aloohol abuse among your peers. Your identity will remain completely anortymous, as NO
n a a te will ever be used in ormnection with this stnrly.
If you have arty rprestitms; call Bob VeDrinrrnclen at (817)861-6831 (BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Ferri (702)895-1371. You c e also call the Office of Sponsored ftograms for The Unhorsity of
Nevada. L e Vege at (702) 895-1357
Please sign this, and alofig with the parental conaem ibnti, return them to the school on the day it w e
asked for. Thanks so rarrch.

I imderstandüiat it is my choice to participate in this stmfy.

Æ jiL

StGNATtf^

iL /y P Â l^

PIÆÀSE PRBfrXAME

DATE

lO r .C l

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e of U rban A ffairs
H an k G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s. N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNIV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a lo p ia t for your SOBor daughter lo pvtid|Mle in research bang oaadudfld l)y Bob Van
Drinumelen. who is a masleis candidate at the Unjversity of Nevada, Las Vegs. While this project is not
an official study of the University of Nevada. Las V ^as. the process has been reviewed and approved by
the University.
The purpose of this study is 10 coilea verbal data which wiO help fornrulate theories relating to how
fomiliar teens arc with Ihe leading causes ofaloohol abuse, where thry have received that informntiorLarrd
how cBôaivc the communication of those causes has beoL
The stuiiy will consist of three irtfannal focus groups beirrgoondnctciL Each group will consia of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator will be a trained profossiooni with an assistam to help in
record Ihe teens responses The gnupsivill mere one time, for no more than orre hour. This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at the adiooi. The only risks invoKod may be a feeling of being
urrcomfortnble dncussing alcobol abuse amont peers.
Yourchild s decision to participate in this group study is compfelclyvoltmtary. It is important Ibr you lo
know that there will be no names used in this study, every participant will remain anorrymout If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this conaem form and have your strrdent return it to his or h a teacher.
Ifyou have questions r^arding the pngect, you may contna Bob Van Drimmelfnm (817) 8616851
(BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr. Toriy Ferri by phone m (702) 895-1371. You nuty also contaa the
Office of Sponsored Programs m UNLVat (782) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights o f research
srdgects. An extra copy will be encloaed for your records.

Undersumding the conditions stated above, I give permissionfo r my son or daughter to
participate in this study.
tfK

SKmATUSB

PLeASEPBINTNAME

c / / A '/

D AtB <-

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H a n k G re e n sp u n S cfrool of C o m m u n ic atio n
4 5 0 5 M ary lan d P a rk w a y • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V e g a s. N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
Weho|iethatyoa w iillid p u ily p Mlicipm iini n i n impor f m Mdhr. We are imtyiiis how well you have
been laught the kadiagGauKi of alcohol abwreaniaqgieeas. WewillbemreiiiiginagnMpMUinglS-lO
kema) for owe hour It will beheld daring dare Iiok. and on achoolprapeity. Your decision lo lake part
hr this struly is vohinlary and you should discuas ilwhhyourparerrtsaato whether or not you should
partk ipak . There are NO peroeivodrWta to you. other than ifyou have a Nukdiaconrfort talking about
the fliiijectofalcohol abuse among your peers. Your ideality will remain compkteiy anonymous, as NO
t will ever be uaed in oormectiim with this stmty.
Ifyou have any questkms, can Bob Van IMmmeka at ^ 1 7 ) 861-6S51 (BnOVAN@IUNO COM) or Dr.
Torqr Ferri (702) 895-1371. You can alao caU the Office of Sponsored ftogranm Ibr The University of
Nevada, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Pkaae sign this, and along with the parental oonseat form, return them to the school on the day it was
asked for Thanks so much

I understand nnt it

choice

partidpfae in this study.
A n d r e ia .

SirtK cr

PLEASE PRINT NAM E

5 ' >0 - 0 1
DATE

G re e n s p u n C ollege o f U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S chool o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V e g a s . N ev ad a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
TTli« i« mtm
tftm
at f « r y O T m
n
%
<ir A i i g l U g r trt p m W W p lf i n

« * hmimg n
tm
iU
m
rtm
itl y H « h Vmm

Drimmckm. w hoisa mmteracmmdidmeat Ihe Umvority o f Nevada. Las Vega*. W hik (his pngect is not
aa oOicial study of Uic Uidvcfsily o f Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved Ig'
Ihe Uaiveniiy.
The parpoae o f this atndfy is to ooikct verbal data which will he%> ibnanlate thoories relating lo how
fomiliar teens are with the karing canaes of akohol abuse, where they have received that infornratioo. and
how eflbctive the commrmicatioo ofthoae rarrsrs has beerL
The stnrly win consist o f three infornurltbcnsgmrrps hriing r on rh n erl Each ponpwiU consist of
between eight and tea teens. The moderator wUI be a trained processional with an assistant to help in
record the teens responses. The groups wffi meet one time, forno more than one hour. This meeting will
be held rhiringschrni hoars, and at the school. The only risks involved m^r be a liseling of being
uncomforthbfe ducuasing alcohol abase ariMMtt peers.
Yoar child's decision to participate in this groap slurb'is completely volantary. It is important for you to
know that there will be no ruuKS laed in this snrrly, every participant will remain anrmymous. If this is
acceptabk to you, pkaae sign this conaem form arid have your slurknt return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have questions regardiag the pwgect, yon mpycoraact Bob Van Drimmekn at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@JUNO.COhd) or Dr. Totry Feni by phone at (702) 895-1371. You naty alao contact the
Office of Sponaorcd Programs at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights of research
srdgects An extra crggr will be encloaed ibr your records.

Understanding die crmditions stated above. I give perm ission fo r tny stm or daufitter to
participate in this stmfy.
Û . ^ tir ib e n

SIGNA

1ÆASE PRINT NAME

4/
DATE

G r e e n s p u n C o lleg e o f U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n Scfrool o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M ary lan d P a rk w a y • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V e g a s . N e v a d a 89154-5(K )7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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STUDENT A SSEN T FORM
Wc hope that you will help us by participating in an important study. We arc studying how well you have
been taught the leading causes of alcohol abuse among teens. Wc will be meeting in a group setting (8-lU
teens) for one hour. It will be held during class time, and on school property. Your decision to lake part
in this study is voluntary and you should discuss it with your parents as to whether or not you should
participate. There are NO perceived risks to you. other than if you have a little discomfort talking about
the subject of alcohol abuse among your peers. Your identity w ill remain completely anonymous, as NO
names will ever be used in connection with this study.
Ifyou hate any questions, call Bob Van Drimmelen at (817) 8616851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Feni (702) 895-1371. You can also call the Office o f Sponsored Programs for The University of
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and along with the parental consent form, return tliem to tire school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks so much.

I understand that it is my choice to participate in this study.
SIGNATVRE

PLEASE PRIST SA M E

DATE

G reenspun College of Urban Affairs
Hank G reenspun Scfrool of Communication
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 455007 • Las Vegas. Nevada 89154-5007
(702) 895-3325 • FAX (702) 895 6 8 0 5
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IJNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a feqiKSI Tor your son o r daughlcr to puticipMe in research bong conducted by Bob Van
Driauneleii. wiw is a raastefs candidate at the University o f Nevada, Las Vi^as. While this project is not
an official study o f the University o f Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved by
the Univenity.
The purpose of this study is to collect verbal data which will help fonnulate theories lelati^ to how
fiuailiar teens are with the leaditig causes of alcohol abuse, where t h a have received that inlbrniatiofL and
how effective the communication o f those causes has been.
Thestndy will consist of three inlbnnal Ifacus groups being coadncied Each group win consist of
between eight and ten teero. The moderator will be a trained professional with an assistant to help in
record the leens responses. The groups will meet one time, for no more than one hour. This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at the school The only risks involved may be a feeling of being
uoooudôrtable discussing alcohol abuse amont peers
Your child's decision to participate in this group study is completely voluntary. Iris important for you to
know that there will be no names used in this study, every participant will remain anouymous^ If this is
aooqaaUe to you, please sign this consem ferra rmd have your studem return it to his or her teacher.
If you have questions regardmg the pngect, you
contact Bob Van Drininielen at (817) 8616851
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Tony Ferri by phone at (702) 895-1371. You mry also contact the
Office of Sponsored Programs at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be encloeed for your records.

Understanding the conditions stated above. / give permission fo r my son or daughter to
pcriicipate in this stmfy.
rj

S^NATUtUE

V i / D L --f3 o S tr ^ -------------PHASE PRINTNAME
DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H a n k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ica tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V eg as, N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
Wehopetiiatyoewill hclpusbypelicgmlmginaiiiatyDiieUrinity. We are studying how weU you have
bccntanght the leading causes of alcohol ibnic among leeas. We will be meeting in a group setting (8-10
teens) for one hour. It will be held during dam time, and on school prapeity. Your decision lo take pen
in this auily is vdumaiy and you should diacum it with your parents m to whether ornm you should
paiticipme. There are NO perceived risks to you, other than ifyou have a linle discomfort taHdagabom
the subject of alcohol hbuae among your peetK Your identity will remain oompletdy anonymous, as NO
namm will ever be used in connection with this study.
Ifyou have any questions, caU Bob Van Drimasckn at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Ferri (7D2) 895-1371. You can also caU the Office of Sponsored Mogisms for The University of
Nevada, Lm Vegas m (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and along with the parental cornem form, return them to the school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks so much.
/

mtderstand that it is my choice to participate in this study.

I jVidS<f4 Coic-lkr
^lÜ fM T U R E Q

PLEASE PRINTNAME

S T iM
D A IE

'

G re e n s p u n C ollege o f U rb an A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S chool o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M ary la n d P ark w ay • B o x 455(X>7 • L as V e g a s. N ev ad a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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IJNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a request for your son or dnghler lo partkifHle in lesench bdag ooodDcied by Bob Van
Drimmdcn. who is a masters csndidalc at the University of Nevada. Las Vegas. While this project is not
an oflicial study of the Univenily of Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved bgr
Ihe University.
The purpose of this study is to ooUect verbal data which will h d p formulate theories relating lo how
fomiliar teem are with the leading causes o f alcohol abuse, where they have received that information, and
how eBective the communication ofthoae canaes has been
Thestndy will consist o f three informai facos groups being mnrtnrtrd. Each group will consisr of
between cight and ten teeiK. The moderator will be a trained professional with an assislanno help in
record the te e n responses. The groups will meet one time. Ibr no more than one hour This meeting will
be held during school hmus. and at the schooL The only rishs involved may be a foding o f bcirig
unoomforthble discuasing alcohol abuse anmnt peers.
Your child’s decision to participate in this group study is completely voluntary. Itisim postam foryouto
know that there will be no names seed in this attrdjy, every participam will remain anorrymous. If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this consem form arid have your sliidem return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have questions regarding the pwiject, yon may comact Bob Van Drimmeieo at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr. Torgr F en i by phone at (702) 895-1371. Yon may also contact the
Office of Sponsorod Programs m UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights o f research
subjects. An extra copy will be enclosed for yoitr records.

Understanding the comMtions stated above, I ffve perm ission fo r my son or daughter to
icipate in this s t
SIGNATURE

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE '

G r e e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V e g a s. N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
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U N IV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We hope U t yon will h d p II» by pu i d p m ia tu n m iMpom a l aunty. We are «Untying how well you have
been laughi Ihe leading cauacaofalooholabnme among leemsL We will be meeting ia a graup setting (8-10
teens) 8» one hour. It will be held during das* time, and on school property. Your decision to take part
in this annty is voliintaiy and you should discuss it with your parents as to whether or not you should
paiticipaiBL There are NO peroetved risks to you, other than ifyou have a little diaooinlbittaBdng about
the subject ofakohol abuse among your peert Your identity will remain completel) anonymous, as NO
names will ever be used in connection with this mnty.
ITyou have any questions, call Bob Van Drimmden at (817)861-6851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Feni (702) 895-1371. You can aire call Ihe Oflioc of Sptmsowdf t og anm Ibr The University of
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Pkaae sign tins, and along with the paremal consent Ibrm. return them to the school on Ihe day it was
mkedfer Thanks so much.
/

untkntand lh(ti it is imy c^Mce to participate in this stmfy.

S K jN /m m E

p le a se -M n t n a m e

d ate

T

G re e n s p u n C o lleg e o f U rb a n A ffairs
H a n k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • B ox 455(X )7 • L a s V e g a s . N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
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U N IV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
T hisisaiequcttibryoiirsoB ordaughicriopaiiiciprteiniM eirehbeiiigoondMcled hy Bob Van
Driimiielai. who is a masters candidaie at die Univeniiy of Nevada. Las V^as. While this fmgect is not
an official stixfy of the Univcrsity of Nevada. Las Vegas, the prooess has been reviewed and approved by
the Unhcrsily.
The purpose ofthisstuity is to collect verbal data which will help formalate theories relatir% to how
familiar teem are with the leading causes o f alcohol abuse, where t h a have received that inlbraiatiori. and
how cQcctivc the communication o f those causes has been.
The study will consist of three informal focus p oups beiug condurted Each group will coruist of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator will be a trained protessioaal with an assisiant to help in
record the teem responses The groups will meet one time. Ibr mo moie than one hour Tills meeting will
be held during school houm and at the school. The only risks involved may be a Ibeliiig of being
uncomfortable discnssing alcohol abuse amont peers.
Your child’s decision lo participate in this group siixty is completely voiuntary. It is important for you to
know that there will be no names used in this shidy, every partidpaiu will remain anonymous. If this is
acceptable to you. please sign this consent form and have your studeru retnra it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have qaestiom regarding the project, you may contact Bob Van Drimmeieo at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr. Torry Feni by phone at (702) 895-1371. You may also contact the
Office of Sponsored Programs at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions regarding the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be enclosed for your records

Undersumding die conditions stated above, I give permission fo r my son or dau^Oer to
participate in this stutfy.
s ig n a t u r e '

l^eelb e.ih r

p l e a s e p r in t n a m e

date

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e of U rb an Affairs
H a n k G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic atio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry lan d P a rk w a y • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s. N ev ad a 8 9 1 54-5(X)7
(7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 0 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We hope Ihel you will h d p us by participaiiis in ao importun shety. We are shutyiBg how well you have
been taught Ihe leading causes ofaiODhol abuse among locas. Wc will be meeting in a group setting (8-10
teens) for one hour. It will be held during class lime, and on school property. Your decision to take part
in this stwty is vdimtary and you should disciuB it with your parents as to whether or not you should
participote. There are NO perccivodriafcs to you. other than ifyrm have a little rhacomfort talking about
the subject ofakohd abuse among yorrrpeert Yoruidemily will reuunnoomplelely anorrymous. as NO
names will ever be used in connection whh this stutly.
Ifywi have any quertiom, call Bob Van Drimmelen at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@niNO.COM) o r Dr.
Tony Ferri (702)895-1371. You can alao call the OtBcc of Sponsored Programs for The Unirersitv o f
Nevada, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Pleaae sign this, and alrmg with the parental consem form, retrrrn them to the school on the risy it was
asked for. Thanks so much.
/

tmaersKatamat n tsnncnoice topanifopau m uussaiay.

^ CSMaMiaD/I. WWV[(XlA

TcttV tf Ifi'n
PRINT NAME

StG N AW R E

P l e a s e p r in t n a m e

f

B /^lo]
D ATf
d ate

G r e e n s p u n C o lle g e of U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S ch o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a requot for your SOBor danghler lo pnticipate in iw aich being ooadoctfld ty Bob Van
Diinuaelen. who is a masters camSdme al the University of Nevadh, Las Vegas. While this project is not
an official stmty of the University of Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved by
the University.
The pmposeofthisttmtyia to collect verbal data which win help formulate theories rdating to how
fomiliar teens are with tte k a d itv causes of akohd abuse, where t h a have received that iafbramiorL and
how eflfactive the comnamicatioa of those causes has been.
The stmty will consist of three inforami focus groups being corafocted. Each group will cruBist of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator will be a trained profemiooal with an assistant to hdp in
record the teens responses. The groups will meet one time, tor no more than one hour This meeting will
be held during school hours, arrd at the schod The only risks involved nmy be steeling o f being
uncomtortable diacassiiig alcohd abuse amom peers.
Your child's decision to participalc in this group stmty is completely vohmtary Itisimpoctamlbryouto
know that there will be no names uaed in this stmty, every partidpsnt will remain aaonyiimus. If this is
acceptable to yort, please sign this consem tbrm arrd have your shsdcru return it to his or her teacher
Ifyou have q uestioas regarding the pngect, you may comact Bob Van Priminrirn at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@JUNO.(X)M) or Dr. Tony Ferri by pbonem (702) 895-1371. You may also contact the
Office d* Sponsored Programs m UNLV m (702) 895-1357 Ibr questions regarrhiig the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be endosed tor your records.

Understanding the conditions stated <Aove. ! give permissionfo r my son or dat^ ftter to
participa te in this study.

. jjL A i f i w w t U

SI^A TU R E '

j

',n pcs»v>n-(H

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

—

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H a n k G re e n sp u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
W ehopeilim yoaw illhelpusbyp t icipmiiig ia a n imiiuilJirtrtiidy. We are rtudyiog how well you have
beeaiaaghi the leadmg causes of aloohoi abuse anoogteeaa. We will be meeting in a group setting (S-IO
teens) Ibr one hour. It will be held during daas time, and on school property. Your decision lo lake part
in this stmty is vduntaiy and yon should diacnaB it with your parents as to whether cn-not yon should
participate. There are NO peroetved risks lo you, other than if you have a httle disconUbft talking about
the subject ofalcoliol abuse among your peers. Your identity will remain completely anoriymows. as NO
names will ever be used in connection with thia study
If you have ariy questions, call Bob Van Drimmelen m (817) 8616851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Ferri (702) 895-1371. You can also call the Office o f Sponsored Programs for The Utüversity'of
Nevada. Las Vegas m (702) 895-1357
Please sign this, and along with the paremal conaem form, return them to the school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks so nmch

I undersUmd that it is my choice to participate in this stmfy.

tAiclrv#»! W __
SIGNATÜRE

Tj

PLEASE PRINT NAME

V

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Hus is a reqMit ibr your s n or dm ghicrio pulid|M e ia iCKHCh baafOOBdwied fay Bob Van
P riimiid a i. wholsaaMilefscaiiilirlilr anlieUnivcnilyofMCTra»la.Laa VegM. While iWs project is not
an oOicial sindy o f the University o f Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been levicwedand approved b»
iheUniveniQr
The propoae o f this shniy is lo ooilect vcihal dMa which will help ibnnaiaie theofies fdaling lo how
familiar leews are with the ieadiag canaes o f afcohol abuse, when Ih ^ have received that infDmatioo. and
how elbchve the oonnmancatioa o f liioae canaes has been.
The aady will cxmsHt of three tufararol focus groups being coadacted. Each group will coasist of
between eight aad lea teens. The andeaior will be a tiaiaed professional with an aseistani to help in
record the tceasiropnmiit The groops will neet one liroe. for no more than one hour. This neeting will
be held dufing school houis. and at the achooL The only rnfcsiavoived may be a feeling of being
ononnfbitabie «Macassiag alcohol dbuae anoot peets.
YourchfltTsdecisio a io pailiripBlr inthisgtoapaBd(yiscoog* acly voinntaiy. ItisiagNatantlbryouto
knowthatihefcwiabenoaainesiiaBdinthisshHly.eveiy participant will icniainananyaKais If this is
acceptable to you, picaro siga this consent fbtas and have your student return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have <iaestio w iegaiding the pwjiect, yon may CDiaact Bob Van Dsinnaelew at (817) 861-6851
<BROVAN@1UNO COM) or Dr. ToiQrFeni by pboae at (702) 895-1371. You tnqr also contact the
Officeof SpoaaosedPngiains at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 Ibr questions legaiding the tights of leaeaich
solgects An extra copy will be endoned for your reconte.

Unikrstaiding the condititms stated cAave, ! give perm issionform y son or dauf^ er to
participate in this study.
. ^
PLEÀSE PRINT N A ^
/
SIGNATURE

LM t i
'

PIÆÂSEPRINT

LU U

NAME

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lleg e o f U rb an Affairs
H a n k G re e n s p u n S ch o o l o f C o m m u n icatio n
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
W dw petiw yoaw iU he^esbyparticipeiniginanim poittniididy. We are Wudying hoiir well you have
been langhl (be leadiagcBuacsar alcohol abaacaoHMgleeai. We will be meeting in a group aening (8-10
teens) for one hour. It will be bcM during dass time, and on school property Your dedsioa to take part
ia this study is vohutaiy and you should diacass it rvith yotu’parents as to whether or nor you shoold
paiticipaie. There are NO perceived risks to you, other than tf you have a little dwromltaettaBâag about
the adgect of alcohol abmearooirg your peers. Your ideatiiy will remain completely anortyreous. as NO
names will ever be used iaooaimctiom with this study
Ifyou have apy questions, call Bob Van Dn'mmrira at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Totiy Fcni (702) 895-1371. You can also caB lire (JIBce of Sponsored Ihogitanu Ibr The Univcrsily of
Nevada, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Heme sign this, and along with the parental coaacat form, letuiB them to the school oa the dry it was
asked Tor. Thanks so much.
/

understtmd Üut it is m y choice to p a rtic ip a i in this stiÊify.

SIGRATORE

I

L L ^ Mgd/iin
O

PLEASE P ttIN T NAME

I
D ATE

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H an k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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U N IV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a requot Tor your son or dmghier to pHticqaue io (oeaicii beiag ooadkKled fey Bob Van
Drhumeten. who is a martcfs candidate at iheUniveraiy o f Nevada. Las Vegas. While this ptqject is not
an official study of the Univetiiqr o f Nevada, Las Vegas, the process hat been reviewed and approved by
the University.
The puipoae of this stady is to collect verbal data which will belp raraudaie theories telating to how
Ihnriliar teens are with the leading causes of akohol abuse, where they have leceived that inlbrmation. and
how eflective the caaummication o f those causes has been.
The study will consist o f three ûdôrmal Bxas groups being oomhKted. Each group will coasist of
hetweea eight and ten teens. The moderator will bea itained professional with an asaisiaia to help in
record the teens responses The groups will meet one time, for no more than one hour This meeting will
be held during schiiol hours, and at the school. The only rislcs involved amy be a feeling of being
unoomCMlaNe ducittsing alcohol abuse amora peers.
Your child’s decision to participate ia this group study is cotaph'tf.ly vDhnitaiy. It is important Ibr yoam
know that there will be no naiMS used ia this study, every participant will lemain anoiiynious. If this is
anneptableloyou.plcasesigBtlitsconaent form and have yuurstiideatietum it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have questions legartiaglhcprqiect you natyconlaa Bob Van Driaurmlea at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@niNO.COM) or Dr. Tony Ferri fay phone at (702) 895-1371. You mqy also oontact the
d B c e o f SpnwMwiilVngMiiwat IIMI.V ml (707) «qS.IK7 fnr «ywwrinna ny irfin g the rights of troemch
sntgects. An extra copy will be eadoaed Ibr your reconk

UndersUmding the coneUtioas stated above, I give perm issionfortny son or daughter to

PLEASE PRINT N A h S

DATE

G r e e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
WchopclhmtyouwiBhdpmbypmMicipmiiagiaamimponmtaudy We are Audying how well you have
been laeghllheleadimg causes of alcohol abuac among leeoe We will be meeting in a group selling (8- lo
teens) for one hour, it will be held during class time, and on school propciQf. Your decisioato lake put
in this Study is votuiaaiy and you should discuu it with your patetds as to whether or not you should
paitidpnte. There are NO pciceived risks to you, other than ifyou have a little discomfort talking about
the subject ofalcoholabnae among your peers. Your ideiUiqr will remain completely anonymous, as NO
iHunes will ever be used in coimection with this study.
Ifyou have any questions. caU Bob Van Driaunelen at (817) 86I-68S1 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tatty Fcni (702) 895-1371. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Piqgiams for The University of
Nevada, Las V w s at (702) 895-1357.
Pteare sign this, atui along with the parental consem form, retiun them to the school on the day it was
asked for Thanks so much.
’ topartkàpale
^^Jm GNATVKE

'

in this study.

B r o fc fE S X g o D f H :----------------

PLEASE P R ISTN ÀÙ E

DMEf

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Ting is a raqnot for ynur ■ » or daighlcr lo putidfM e in fcaeudi bdng oooducted bgr Bob Vaa
DriMirteB. wbo is a aiaaewcaiidklaieamieUaivefsily o f Nevada. Las Vegas. While ikis pnged is ool
aa official study of Ibe Univetsily o f Nevada, Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approv ed by
iheUaivarsily
Theptapoaeof this study is to collect veibal data which will helpfonnalate theories relating to how
fomiiiar teeaa are with the leadiag cauaes of aloohol abme. where they have leeehfed that infonaatioa. aiKl
how cflbcinc the ooaanaaicatioa o f thoae causes has boerL
The study wiUoorrsist of three infonnal fecasgroups being conducted. Each group will cotKiat of
between eight and leu teem. The aroderator wiU be a trained profcnional with an assistant to help in
record the leeasrespoasea The groupa will meet orretiroe. for no more than orre hour This meeting will
be held dufing school hours, and at the school. The only risks imelvedirugf be a focling of being
uaoorafottable discussiag alcohol abtmeamom peers.
Your child's decisioa to partiripaie hr this poigiAialy is completely voluntary It is impottant for you to
■mowthat these will be no names used in this study, every pariidptmt will reinm'nanofqrmous. If this is
acceptable to you, plcmcsigp this coasem form and have your studem return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have c|uestitms regattBng the prcgect, you may contact Bob Van Drhnairlm at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@nJNO.COM) or Dr. Torty Ferri by phone at (702) 895-1371. You may also contact the
Officeof Sponaored Aograassat UNLVat (702) 895-1357for questions regarding the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be endoaed for your records.

Understanding the contttions stcoxd above, I give permission fo r my son or daughter to
fe in this sti^ ^ ^
^

MATURE

Æ lzO t

___________________________

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb an A ffairs
H a n k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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UNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We hope ihm you will bdp as by pBrtidpelieg in an important smdy. We are stiiiiying how well you have
been laught the leading causes ofakoboiabuae among teens. We will be meeting in a group setting (8-10
teens) for otw hour. It will be held dufing dass time, ami on school property. Your decision to lake part
in ihrt study is vohunaty and yim should discuss it with yompatcnism to whether or not you should
pankipBie. There ate NO peroewed risks to you. other than ifyou have a little «Bsoomfort talking about
the subject o f alcohol sbime amongyom peers Your identity will iciuain couqiletely anonymous, as NO
names will ever be used in oounectioo with this stui#y
Ifyou have any questions, caU Bob Van IMmmelen at (817) 86I-68SI (BROVAN@AJNO.COM) or Dr.
Toiiy Fenri (702) 89S-I37I. You cim also caU the Office o f Sponsored Programs for The Univereitv of
Nevada, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and along with the parental consent form, return them to the school on the day it was
ashed for. Thanks so much.

I understand that it is
SlC N M tÉ tE

choice to participate in this stuefy.
PLEASE PRINT NAM E

DATE

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb an A ffairs
H a n k G re e n s p u n S o fto o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M ary lan d P a rk w a y • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V eg as, N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
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IJNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Thk is mreqweat for your mm or daughter to pmrtkipmk m resaudi bang comducied by Bub Van
Drinunelen, who is a masters candidBte at the Univeisity of Nevada. Las Vegas. While this project is not
an officiai smdljr o f the (Jnivefsity of Nevada. Las Vegas, the procem hm been reviewed and sppraved ts'
the University.
The puqnae of this atwly is to coiiea vcftaal data which will help fbnmilaie theories lelating to how
fhtniliar teens are with the ieading causes o f alcohol abuse, wheie they have received that infimnatioti. and
how eflbaive the comnmnicatioiiofthosecauaeshm been.
The stuily will consist o f three informal Ibctm groups beiagcomhicteA Eadt group will consist of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator will be a trained prefosrioual with an assistant to help in
record the teens reaponsen The graiqn will meet otre time, for no more than one hour. This aseeting will
be held daring schotd hours, and at the school The only titks involved any be a feeling ofbeiag
Yourchild'sdecision to paiticipule in this group study is completely voluntaiy. It is important for you to
know that there will be no names used in this shidy, every participatu will remain anonymous. If this is
tKceptaUe to you, please sign this consent form and have your studem return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have q uestions regardmg the project, you tnpy contact Bob Van Drimmelen at (817) 8614*51
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Tony Fern by p teae at (702) 895-1371. You may also contact the
Officeof Sponsored ftogtams at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions tegarding the rights of research
sulgects. An extra copy will be endoaed for your reoordk

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e of U rb an A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We ho|K Uial yon will h d p us by pHtiapating in an inqmtaot M dy. We are Audying how well >tM have
been lawght the leading canaca of akoholabwae among leena. We will be meeting in a gronp setting (8-10
teens) Ibr <me hour. It will be held during class time, and on scboolprapcAy. Your decision to take pan
in this study is voliraiary and you should diacms it with your parents as to whether or not you should
paiticqaAe. There ate NO peroetved risks to you, other than ifyou have a little disoomlbttialkiag about
the subject ofaloohol abuse among your peers. Youriderttity will remain completely anonymous, as NO
names will ever be used in cmmection with this studyIfyou have any questions, call Bob Van Drimmelen at qilT) 861-^851 (BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tatty Ferri (702)895-1371. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Plognuus for The University of
Nevada, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please ngn this, and along with the parental consem form, return them to the school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks m much.

! understand that it is my choice to participaie ht this stndfy.

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e of U rb a n A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n Scfrool o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P ark w ay • B ox 455(X)7 • L a s V e g a s . N ev a d a 8 9 1 5 4 5(X)7
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IJNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Thisgarequeitforyoiirsooordnlnm opaiiidpaeM iicaeM ClibeiagcoM iucledty Bob Vm
DriiniBelen,wlwi5aBnstefscaiididaieattlieUahcfstqrorNevaikLasVctas. While this pnÿect is not
an oOicial study of the Unhrcnily oTNevada. Las Vegas, the praoess has been reviewed and appnned by
the Unsvcnity.
The purpose of this study is to collect vdfani data which will help fbrmnlate theories relating to how
Ihmiliar teens are with the leading cauaesofaleohol abuse, where they have received that information, aad
how effective the ootnnuinicatwn ofthoae causes has beea
The study will consist of three informal focus groups being muriurtfd. Each group will consist of
between eight and ten teens. The asotietaior will be a trained professional with an assistant to help ia
record the teens retponaea The groups will meet one time, for no more than one hour This meeting will
be held daring school hours, aiul at the achooL The only lishs involved may bea feeling o f being
uncomfeitable dncussing aloohol abuse amom peen.
Your child’s decisiou to paitiripate in this group stutly is completely vohmtaiy. Itisintpoftantforyouto
know that there will be tw names used in this study, evety participant will remain anonymous. If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this consent form atid have your stiident return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have questions regarding the project, you may contact Bob Van Piimmclen at (8 17) g6l-«gSI
(BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr. ToiiyFeni by phone at (702)895-1371. You may almconlact the
Officeof Sponaored Programs at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions r^arding the tights of research
subjects. An extra copy will be endoaed for your records

S IG N A lu ik \ / f
SIGNATUKE

/ f

PLEASE PRINT NJOÆ
r7

PLEASE PRINTNÂOÆ

'
’

DATE
DATE

G r e e n s p u n C o lleg e of U rb an A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ica tio n
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U N IV

STUDENT A SSENT FORM
WehopeUmtyouwxU hc#*igby gmrtici|glmgm m nmwmrtmin Awdy We are studying bow well you have
been taught the leadreg causes ofalooholabure among teens. We will be meeting in a group setting (S-IO
teens) ibr owe hour. It will be held during dass time, and on school property Your decision to take part
inthisstudy is voluntary and you should discum it with yom parents as to whether or mot you should
paitidpalc. There are NO perceived risfcs to yotr. other than ifyou have a Utile disoondbrttalldag about
the subject o f alcohol abuse among your peers. Your identity will icmain completely anoii>iaous. as NO
names will ever be treed in connection with this study
Ifyou have aagrquestioos.caU Bob Van aim m ek n at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr.
Totiy Ferri (702)895-1371. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Programs for The University of
Nevada. Lm Vegm at (702) 895-1357.
Mease sign this, and along with the patentai consent form, return them to the school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks so much.
/

umkrskmd that it is my choice to participate in this study.
ÙO/M âJ i

SIGNATURE

________

PatAtfel
PLEASE PRINT NAM E

3 /^o i
DÀTEf

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb a n A ffairs
H an k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P a rk w a y • Box 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V eg as. N e v a d a 89154-5(X)7
(7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNIV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
This is a rapM t for your aoB or dnighier lo pHikqaie in icaeaich beng oooducied by Bob Van
Driuuuekm, who isa maslciscamdidaleal the Uawersily of Nevada. Las Vbgas. While this pnyect is not
amofficial study of the University of Nevada. Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved b)
the Uaivcrsily.
The purpose of this study is to collect verbal data which will help formulate theories iciaUng to how
Guniliar teens are with the leatKi« causes of alcohol abuse, where tbqf have received that iaforantioiL and
howcliactive the mutmwiirAinu ofthoae causes has been.
The study will consist of three inforaral focus groupa bring mndurtrrt Each groiq> will consist of
between eight and ten teens. The moderator will be a traûmdptofoiaioaBl with an assinant to help in
record the teens responses The groups will areet one time, forno more than orre hour. This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at the school. The only risks involved may be a feeling of beirig
uncomfortable thacuaaing alcohol abuae amont peers.
Your chad’s decision to participatc in this group study is completely vohmeaty. It is important for you to
know that there will be no names used in this study, every purtidpam wdl remain anoaymous. Iftfosis
acceptable to you. please sign this corraem form and have your student return it to his or her teacher
lfv/».liMM..f.Miirt««wgpiiitiiigtlM»|inÿer, y n m M y « M iafrttnhV M inrim iiieleB ar(gl7|«6t.6K S I

(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Toagr Ferri by phone at (702)895-1371. You may also contact the
Officeof Sponaored Programs at UNLV at (7P2) 895-1357 for questions r^arding the rights of research
suhiects. An extra copy wiU be endoaed for your records.

Understanding the conditions stated eAove, I give perm issionform y son or daughter to
participate in this sttufy.
SIGNATURE

PLEÀSE PRINTNAME

DATÉ

G re e n s p u n C ollege o f U rb an Affairs
H an k G re e n sp u n Scfw ol o f C o m m u n icatio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P a rk w a y • Box 455(X)7 • L a s V eg as, N e v a d a 89154 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 895-4 8 0 5
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We hope that you will hdp os by putid|Hiingia an imponaal study. We ate studying hour well yen base
been taught the leading cames ofafeoholdbuaeanHNig teens. We will be nseeting in a group setting (g-io
teens) for one how. It will be held duiing class tisne. and on school property Yowdecrsian totakepan
in tim study is voluntary and you should «Rscma it with yow patents as to whether or not yon should
participate. There are NO perceived tirfcs to you. other than ifyou have a Utile dfaooinfontalcmgabnn
the subject ofalcohol abuse anrong yew peers. Your identiqr will lernain completely anomynrous. as NO
names will ever be used in counectron with this Slisdy
Ifyou have atiy questions. caU Bob Van Prinunrirn at (817) 861-6851 (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Ferri (702) 895-1371. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Piopnms for The University of
Nevada. Las
at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and along with the patentai consem form, leturn them to the school on the day it was
ashed for Thanks so natch

/ tmdersUmd that it is

choice to p a n cg m e in this study.

^crnL
s ig n a t u r e

9-3
p l e a s e p r in t n a m e

d ate

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f Urban A ffairs
H an k G re en sp u n S cfio o l o f C o m m u n icatio n
4 5 0 5 M ary lan d P ark w ay • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V e g a s, N e v a d a 89154-5<X)7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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TTNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Thk is ■ reqMA for your ton or dMghier IB puticipnte in Rsemch b d o f oonduded by Bob Van
Oiinnnelen. whoisamaaencandidaleaiUieUniwetsiQrorNevada. Las Vegas. IVhile ibis projea is not
an oOidal sindy oTthe Univcnity of Nevada, Las Vegas, the process has beenicviewed and approved by
the UnKenity.
The pmpiMe of this stni^ is to collect vcrial dnm which will heq> forandaie theories leiatiiig to how
famiHar teens are with the leading causes o f alcohol abuse, where they have received that infotinatioo. and
how dfcctive the roHtnMiniraiinn ofthoae causes has been.
The study will oonriat o f ihtee informai keen groups being condurSeiL Each group wiU consist of
betvraen eight awl ten teens. The moderator will b en trained profeasioiud with an aaeistam to help in
record the toens icsponacs. The groups will meet one lime, for no more than one hour. This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at the school. The only risks involved may ben fooling of being
uncomfortable dMcursing aloohol abuse amom peers.
Your child's decirion to pnrtidpnte in this group stud|y is completely vobsntaiy. It is iisporiam for you to
know that there will be no names used in this study, every partrcipam will remain anooymouk If this is
acceptable to you. pleaae sign this consent form and have your studem return it to his or her teacher.
If you have qw stiom regarding the project, you may contact Bob Van P rimiwdfn at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) o r Dr. Totqr Ferri by phone at (782)895.1371. You may also contact the
Office o f Sponsored Programs at UNLV at (792) 895-1357 for questioas regarding the rights of research
subjects. An extra copy vrill be etKhned for your secords.

Understanding Iht conditions stated above, I gpre perm issionforn^ son or daughter to
participate in this study.
SIGNATURE

PLEASE PRINTNAME

DATE'

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P ark w ay • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • Las V e g a s , N ev ad a 8 9 1 54-5(X)7
(7021 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
W ehopellmlyauwillheipuibyputidiaiinginaaüapiM ttatAadjr. Wearestodiriagliowwellyou have
beea imugla the kaihag causes of akoholsbwreaaaaiglccat We will be meeting in a granpaeuias (8-10
teens) Ibroac hoar. It will he held «hirint ciats time, and oa school property. Year decision to take pen
ia this suidy is vohmtaiy and you should diacum it with your paicats as tt> whether or nos you should
paiticipaie These ate NO pesceivediisks to you. other than ifyou haven little dhoomlbss talking about
the suhioct of alcohol abuse among your peere Yow identity will leasain completely anoiymous. as NO
smmee will ever be used in connection with this study
Ifyou have any questions, can Bob Van Drinnnelen at (817) 86I-68S1 (BltOVAN@IUNO.COM) or Dr.
Tony Feni (702) 895-1371. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Ptogiamt for The Univeiiity of
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Please sign this, and ahHtg with the parental coneem form, retura them to the school on the day it was
asked for Thanks so much.
/

undersland that it is my choice to parttcquUe in this study.
R '.c-K t^r_____________
NATURE

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e o f U rb an A ffairs
H ank G re e n sp u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • B ox 455(X)7 • L as V e g a s, N ev ad a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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IJNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Hus is a request Tor your son or daughlcr to pMtidpWc in icaaucfa bong oonducied by Bob Van
Driaunelen. who is a masters candidBtoal the Univeisity o f Nevaik. Las Vegas. While tbis project is not
an official study of the Unhmsity of Nevada, Las Vegas, the process has been reviewed and approved ly
the UniveniQr.
The puipoae o f this study is to collect vettaal data which will help tonailase theories leistiag to how
fluniliar teens are with the leading causes of alcohol abine. where they have received that information, and
how cfleclive the communication of those causes has beeiL
The stmly will consist of three iadirmal focus goupa being awdartrd Each group will consist of
between eight and ten teens. ThenmdesaiorwiUbeatreinedprofosiionsI wiihanassistamtohelpin
record the teens responses. The groups will meet tme time, forno more than one hour. This meeting will
be held during school hours, and at tteschooL The only risks imoKednitor-be a fteling of being
uncomfortable dhcusring alcohol abuse amom peess.
Your child’s decisiow to f itir ipalr in this group stmly is ooiwph'arJyvolumaty. Itisinportamforyouto
know that there will be no names mod in this study, nrorypartkqsmt will remain anoiiyinoim. If this is
acceptable to ymi. please sign this consent fasm and have your student retura it to his or her teacher.
iryM
mgmmlimg «h* pwÿrt 3—1may amtmei Bnh VmmIhimiuelen at 181718614*51
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Tony Ferri by plwne at (792)895-1371. You may also contact the
Officeof Sponaored Programs at UNLV at (792) 895-1357 for questions rcganding the rights of reacardi
subjects. An extra copy will be enclosed for your records.

UndersUnebng the comhtiom stated above, I give permissionfa r my sort or dauf^er to
p o ^ ip a ie jrijfis sttufy.
aONATURE

PLEASE PRINT NAME

DATE

G reen sp u n C o lle g e o f U rban Affairs
H ank G reen sp u n S c h o o l o f C om m u n icatio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P ark w ay • Box 455(X)7 • L as V egas, N e v a d a 89154-5007
17021895-3325 • FAX (702) 895-4805
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IJNTV

STUDENT ASSENT FORM
We hope dun you will h d p us by gmUapnUng imam important Awdy We lue rtudyng bow well you have
been taught the leading causes o f aloobolalMacaituitigleens. We will be meeting in a group setting (8-10
teetis) ibr otie hour. It udil he held during dnssiitne.atultm school property Your decision to lake port
in this study is voluntaiy and yon should diaciiSB it with your patents as to whether or not you should
pturicipatn There ate NO peroewed risks to yott. other than ifyou have a little disoomlbrt talking ahnut
(he subject of alcohol abuse among your peers. Your identity will icmain complelely aiumyiaous. as NO
natnes will ever be aaed in contSKtioa with this study.
Ifyou have atiyqnestiims. call Bob Van Drinunelen at (817) 861^851 (BROVAN(@njNO.COM) or Or.
Totqr Fcni (702)895-1371. You can aiao call the Office of Sponsored Programs Ibr The University of
Nevada, Las Vegas at (702) 895-1357.
Pleaae sign this, and along with the parental cousent Com, return (hem to the school on the day it w*s
asked for Thanks so much.
/

understandt/iat it is m y choice lo participate in this shtdy.
—

SIGNATURE

ArtcAlw
PLEASE PRIN T NAME

6/46/^ /
DATE

G r e e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rban A ffairs
H ank G r e e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 l^ a ry la n d P ark w a y • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V eg as, N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 - 3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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UNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
TUs is a requot Ibr yoor m or dnghler to pmticqale ia RMMCh being oooducled by Bob Van
Pfinnwrlen. who is a masieiscantiideir at the University of Nevada. Lae Vegas. While this pnyect is not
an official study of the Univefsity of Nevada. Las Vi^aa, the process has beenieviewed and qqaoved by
the Utuvefsity.
The propose o f this study is to collect verbal data which will help fonntiistr theories relating to how
fiuniliar teeiv are with the leading causes o f aloohol abuse, where they have received that inAmation. and
how effective the ooinmunication of those causes has beeiL
The study will consist o f thieeiidbnnal focus gwups being ootnhicied. Each group wiD consist of
between eight and ten teens. The arodetaior will be attained professional with an assistant to help in
record the teens responses The groups will meet otre time, for iro more than one hour This meeting wilt
be held during school houis. and at the achooL The only risks involved may be a feeling of being
uncomfortable drecuasing alcohol abiae ammn peeis.
Yow child’s dedsioa to participate in this group study is oompkleiyvalrôtaiy. Itisisqm rtatnforyouto
know that there wiD be no names used in this study, every participant will remain anonynums. If this is
acceptable to you, please sign this cmiaent form and havie your student return it to his or her teacher.
Ifyou have questions residing the project, you may contact Bob Van Diimmelen at (817) 861-6851
(BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr. Tony Ferri by phone at (702) 895-1371. You may also contact the
Officeof SpotmoredProgtams at UNLV at (702) 895-1357 for questions re sid in g the rightt of reaeaicfa
subjects. An extia copy will be enclosed for your records.

Understanebig the conditions stated above. I gfve permissionfo r my son or daughter to
participaie in this sttufy.
0 \

^ pN A T u M

PLEASE PRINTNAME

DATE

'

G re e n s p u n C o lle g e o f U rb an Affairs
H ank G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P a rk w a y • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V e g a s. N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(702) 8 9 5 ^ 3 3 2 5 • FAX (7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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TTNTV
TEEN ALCOHOL ABUSE PARTICIPATION STUDY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Thk is a leqnot Ibr your son or dÉudterlo putkqmie in icaewdi bang oooducied by Bob Van
W in tf c n . who isa niaalascaiiiliitiie at ibe Uniwiiiy o f Wevndn. Las Vegas. While this prpiect is not
an official audy o f the Uaiveniiy of Nevada. Las Vqas. the process has been reviewed and eppwned by
the Unevenly.
The pwpoae o f this aindy IS to collect verial ikia which will heq> fbrandaie Oeories ideiing io how
te n lia r teens are with the kadmg cauaea of aloohol bbuee. w hen they have received that infonnatioiL and
how dfcctive the poina— iration ofthoae causes has been.
Theiindy win ooneist of three iafcnaalfccHspoups being ooadnded. Each poop will oonsht of
between eight and ten teens. The andciaeor will boa trained profceaional with an assistant In help in
leoord the teens lesponaes. The groups will meet one lime. Ibr no more than owe hour This meeting will
be held during schiMilhotns. and at the schooL The on|yiishs involved may be a feeling o f being
■nftunfnrtaUt tgwuaring elrohol abuse anumt peers.
Your child sdecismn to paiticipete in this group stmly is complelely vohmtaiy It is important for you to
know that there will be im names used in this study, every parlicipnm will lemain anonymous. If this is
acceptable to you. pleaae sign this cousent fcrm and have your student return it to his Of her teacher.
Ifyou have quedums regarding the proiect, you may contact Bob Van Drimmelen at (817)1*1-6851
(BROVAN@JUNO.CGM) or Or. Tony Ferri by phone at (702) 895-1371. You nmy also contact the
Officeof SponaorMl Frogman at UNLVat (702) 895-1357Ibr questions regarding Ihe rights of rcsearA
subjects. An extra copy will be endoaed for your records.

UnderskmiSng d i ctmdnians stated above, I give permission fo e

"

Wla L fe ro
ATURE
TATURE

, \ l4s:+i' y->
PLEAÉË PRINT NAME
PL E A ^ PRINT NÀAÏE

son or daughter to

- A J M / C 7I
D A 2E*

G re e n s p u n C ollege o f U rb a n A ffairs
Hank G re e n s p u n S chool o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M aryland P arkw ay • B o x 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L a s V e g a s. N evada 8 9 1 SASO07
(702) 8 9 & G 3 2 5 • FAX (7 0 2 ) 8 9 5 4 8 0 5
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UNTV
STUDENT ASSENT FORM
Wcliope»hkyoMwilIheipii»tiypi«ticipMiiiiMi«wiiu|wnemamiy. We are rtadyiag how well you have
been laaghl this leading causes afaioohaiabuK among teens. We will be meeting ia a group setting (8-10
teens) Cw one hour. It will be held during dass tinme. and on school gsopetty Your décision to take part
in this flady it vohmtary and yon should diactma it with )onr parents as to whether or not you should
parriripatr There are NO perceived risks to you, other than ifyou have a little (fiscondbrt talking about
the subject ofalooholataseamotig your peers. Your identity will rernam complelely anouynious. as NO
nanreswgl ever be used in oommction with this study
Ifyou have any questions, ctdl Bob Van Drimnselen at (817) 86I-68SI (BROVAN@JUNO.COM) or Dr.
Toiqr Ferri (702) 89S-I37I. You can also call the Office of Sponsored Programs tor The Umversity of
Nevada. Las Vegas at (702) 895-I3S7.
Please sign this, and along with the parental conseM fotm, leturn them to the school on the day it was
asked for. Thanks so nmch
’tdtoice to participate in this Sttufy.

NATURE
NATURE

S/191 Û I
PLEASE PtUNT NAME

DATE

G re e n sp u n C o lle g e of U rban A ffairs
H an k G re e n s p u n S c h o o l o f C o m m u n ic a tio n
4 5 0 5 M a ry la n d P a rk w a y • B ox 4 5 5 0 0 7 • L as V e g a s. N e v a d a 8 9 1 5 4 -5 0 0 7
(7021 8 9 5 -3 3 2 5 • FAX (702) 8 9 5 -4 8 0 5
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ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
ARLINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
5/10/01
Participants:
MORGAN G.(M , 18, SR)
ANDREIA S. (F, 17, SO)
ASHLEY W. (F, 16, SO)
MARGIE W. (F, 16, SO)
BRANDON G. (M, 17, JR)
RYAN M. (M, 16, SO)
WESA.(M, 17,JR)
MODERATOR: Is it right for teens to drink alcohol even though the law expressly
forbids it?
Andrea you are shaking your head no. Why?
ANDREIA: Well first o f all it’s not healthy and it’s has bad side effects and what are those
things called? Consequences?
MODERATOR: But the question...is it appropriate even though the law forbids it?
WES: I don’t think it appropriate for anybody no matter what the law.
MODERATOR: Why do you say that Wes?
WES: Because o f what it does to your body.
MODERATOR: Interesting. Are the current laws regarding the consumption o f alcohol
appropriate? Why do you say that Morgan. Your head is shaking that is why I am asking.
MORGAN: Well there is no way that we can get rid o f it. The law says the age o f 21.
That they think most o f the kids are responsible enough to drink and that they break they
laws when they drive.
MODERATOR: Now I am sorry to ask this question. But we have a lot o f high school
kids that obviously drink.. Should they not be doing that In your opinion?
MORGAN: They shouldn’t. They’re definitely not are responsible enough fi’om what I
have seen
MODERATOR: Interesting. What do you consider to be alcohol abuse by a teen? What
in your mind would constitute a teenager abusing alcohol? You have an opinion Ashley.
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ASHLEY: I think like excessive drinking would be...
MODERATOR: What is excessive drinking? A lot at one time o f or a lot of times in one
week or..
ASHLEY: Just a n y , a lot of times any time.
MODERATOR: How much alcohol in one sitting is too much?
ASHLEY: What.. In what.
MODERATOR: In one sitting.. Tough question.
WES: What is a sitting?
MODERATOR: When somebody sits down has 3-4 hours and is going to drink how much
is too much to drink?
WES: 18
MARGIE: One can
MODERATOR: Why did you say that Margie?
MARGIE: Cause, I don’t know.
MORGAN: One can leads to another and another leads to another...
MARGIE: Yeah! Don’t drink at all.
MODERATOR: (laugh) kind o f like a Lay’s potato chip. Thank you Morgan.
Do there tend to be groups at school that drink more than other groups meaning,
Scholars, band, athletes, soccer.
WES: Band people
MODERATOR: Someone said Yeah. I don’ have a clue about which group that is.
MORGAN: I don’t think that like one particular group drinks more than another. I know
a lot o f athletes who drink and I know a lot of A students that drink. I don’t believe that
there is just one group that drinks more than others.
MODERATOR: Thank you Morgan. Any other thoughts?
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ASHLEY: I know a lot o f Theater people who drink.
MODERATOR: Is that because you hang around them. .. I’m not saying that you drink...
ASHLEY: That is because I spend time with them and they have explained it to me.
MODERATOR: So Ryan you spend a lot o f time with Band people do they seem to drink
a lot?
RYAN: There are quite a few that do.
MODERATOR: So it sounds like we have athletes, theater, band.. Who are we leaving
out? Scholars? I wonder if they do too?
WES: He said the scholars. He said the A students. They don’t talk about it as much. We
have people who talk about it more. Like the athletes will talk about it more.
MARGIE: Yeah.
MORGAN: I think it takes some of the scholars longer to start drinking.
MODERATOR: Why is that (referring to the athlete talking about drinking)?
WES: Because they don’t care. There not scholars. So...
MODERATOR: 1 hadn’t thought about that thank you Wes.
Do you think that students from specific background tend to abuse alcohol more? Those
that have a car.. Come from large or small femilies. How about those that attend church?
WES: Yeah.
ASHLEY: Sometimes it does.
MODERATOR: Does it seem to make a difference?
WES. With some people it does.
MORGAN: Also if parents accept drinking and drink themselves then the kids will, even if
their parents tell them not to. That’s what I have learned.
MODERATOR: Thank you Morgan: We’ll probably delve into that in a minute. Does
access to money have any impact on the abuse of alcohol?
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MARGIE: Yeah
MODERATOR: Wes has got a smile. What do you think Ashley?
ASHLEY: I think it is the people that have too much money and they don’t know what to
do with it and they can get into trouble with it. If they are accepted and rich and they a lot
o f money and they shop and shop and they runt out o f things to do with their money get
bored with it they look for other alternatives.
MODERATOR: Being in the Southlake area yesterday and asking that question was most
interesting. They screamed out YES most quickly. Any other thought about money
affecting alcohol? Have you heard any things that might mean you have a tendency and
could become an alcohol abuser?
What about you Brandon? Have you heard about anything?
BRANDON: That is a good question
MODERATOR: Yes it is. Have any o f the others o f you heard anything?
MORGAN: It’s in the family. Like my mom always told me it’s almost like it runs in a
femily.
MODERATOR: Does it mean it’s genetic. ?
MORGAN: I don’t know.
MODERATOR: Thank you Morgan. Do any of you come from alcoholic backgrounds?
Meaning that you have more than one close relative like your grandpa or grandma. Do
you have one in your family Andreia?
ANDREIA: My mom’s mom. Her real mom.
MODERATOR: Is an alcoholic.
ANDREIA: Yeah, she died.
MODERATOR: Scary
MORGAN: Our mom’s parents.
MODERATOR: Really? Both o f them
MORGAN: Yeah
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MODERATOR; I have uncles and aunts on both sides.
Do you believe those things that you have heard? Meaning that genetics can play a role or
6milial situations?
MORGAN: I think so.
BRANDON: Does that mean that I am going to be an alcoholic? I don’t think so.
MORGAN: No because if it is in you genes and you never try that means you will never
have the experience and want to continue it. But once you try it and do it a couple of
times then it’s can continue to show up.
MODERATOR: Thank you Morgan and thank you also Brandon. Any other thoughts.
Do you see a lot o f advertisements dealing with alcohol.
WES: un Huh.
MARGIE: Yeah.
MODERATOR: What do these advertisements tell you?
WES: It’s Am.
MARGIE: They all say it’s “light”.
MODERATOR: I don’t understand.
MARGIE: Well like it’s Ute...
BRANDON:: They make it sound like it’s no big deal.
MARGIE: Yeah.
MODERATOR: I travel to Dallas each week and just as I get off the toll way
MARGIE: The water&U.
MODERATOR: No just before that. And there is a picture o f a Chihuahua. And it says
that some dogs should be cats. Well I am driving with my son and he just breaks up and
he just starts laughing. As we drive and we go 2 miles and it occurred to me... “do you
have any idea what that is advertising?” “I don’t know” “It’s alcohol.” It’s interesting
how they appeal to us.
Anything that advertising tells you?
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WES: They tell you it’s Am and you’ll have a good time if you do it. But in the end it will
tell you real 6 st that you should use alcohol safety
MODERATOR: What did you say Morgan?
MORGAN: It makes it look like it’s accepted.
MODERATOR: Have you been in programs in home, school or church that have taught
you about alcohol abuse and the thmgs to be care Ad of?
WES: Health Class
MODERATOR: Here in Arlington? The same A)r you Morgan?
MORGAN: I want to say more in Junior High than in High School. They informed you
and tried to give you the fects before you get a chance to do it.
MODERATOR: Any others that can think of programs that they have been in?
Is it morally right to drink alcohol as a teen... not legal.. moral.
WES: I guess if you want to you could if you don’t care about your moral standards.
MORGAN: Alcohol it changes you so when you drink alcohol it changes your morals to
do things that you wouldn’t realty do if you weren’t drunk.
MODERATOR: Interesting Morgan. Well talk about that.
O f this group how many here have seen Aiends intoxicated or acquaintances? Almost
everybody. Did it have an impact on you?
BRANDON: The stupidest people I have ever seen.
MODERATOR: Why do you say that?
BRANDON: Makes them act so retarded. They don’t know what they are doing or
what’s going on.
MODERATOR: Do all o f you pretty well agree with that? Interesting.
What are some o f the dangers o f drinking alcohol?
MORGAN: Alcohol poisoning.
MODERATOR: Alcohol Poisoning? Explain what that is Morgan
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MORGAN; Well when you drink too much you system just can’t handle it and it
overloads and it’s deadly.
MODERATOR; So in some cases they could die?
MORGAN: Yeah.
MARGIE: Bad liver. Bad kidneys
MODERATOR: Thank you. Do your peers seem to influence people who drink and
abuse alcohol. You’re shaking your head yes Brandon. How come? Have you seen it?
BRANDON: Yeah. They think it’s cool to drink. Half the people I know think it’s the
only thing they can do to have fUn on the weekends is to go out and drink.
MODERATOR: Any others that believe that peers tend to influence others to drink. Has
it happened to you Ryan? Have any o f the Band people come up to you and asked you to
go get drunk?
RYAN: Yeah
MODERATOR: Really?
RYAN: One o f my friend said that he had access to beer and stuff. And I said naw I don’t
want any o f that. He never said anything after that.
MODERATOR: Thank you Ryan
How much does a femily influence a teen desire to drink and abuse alcohol?
WES: Not as much as their fiiends
MARGIE: Yeah
MORGAN: If the people you live with drink and you’re always around it you feel it’s just
accepted. But if you are in a home where you never see your parents drinking then you
won’t accept it and you won’t be familiar with you and you probably won’t drink.
MODERATOR: Margie did you have a comment?
MARGIE: Yeah. I do think that ftunilies have an influence because my friend’s dad makes
his own beer and her parents would give her some sometimes so they think it’s ok for her
to drink. She thinks it ok when her parents give it to her. She doesn’t over indulge but...
yeah
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MODERATOR: She tips the old elbow once in a while? Interesting. Any other thought
about femify influencing? Does the media influence teens to drink and abuse alcohol?
Now think about that for a minute... do they really influence you?
WES: No.
MARGIE: Not as much as your frknds.
MODERATOR: Andrea was shaking her head.
ANDREIA: I agree with Margie. Not as much as my fiiends.
MORGAN: The friends would be more o f a pressure than the advertizement. But the
advertisement is just sticking always it back into your head. When you are driving down
the fireeway, watching TV. You see signs that just always put it back into your head.
MARGIE: It makes it seem ok.
MODERATOR: If you had to rate which one influences you more peers, fiunily, or media.
Which would you think?
WES: Peers
MARGIE: Peers
ANDREIA: Peers
RYAN: Peers
ASHLEY: Peers
BRANDON: None o f them. I don’t feel it.I don’t let them
MODERATOR: Interesting, thank you Brandon.
MORGAN; Peers
MODERATOR: Should others try to convince you as a group that alcohol is good or bad
for you. ? Is it right for someone to tell you whether it is good or bad? Now remember I
said good or bad. So do you think it’s right for someone to try to convince you one way
or another?
MORGAN: I don’t think so. Because I have a realty good friend that always puts others
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down because they drink and he’s right, in that we should tell other people it’s not good
to drink. But I don’t think it’s his place to tell other people that drinking is bad and put
them down for it. I am glad that be does it some times, but I don’t think it’s other peoples
place.
MODERATOR: If you had to stop a friend from abusing alcohol, how would you try to
do h?
WES: I’m not going to say.
MODERATOR: How come you’re not going to say?
WES: Cause I’m not going to say anything.
BRANDON: Beat them till they stop
MODERATOR: Any other thoughts? I hope you never have to do it.
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SOUTHLAKE CARROL HIGH SCHOOL
CARROL SCHOOL DISTRICT
5/09/01
Participants:
LINDSAY B. (F, 17, JR)
MICHELLE G. (F, 18, SR)
MICHELLE B. (F, 18, SR)
KATIE R.(F, 18, SR)
BRANDEN R. (M, 16, JR)
MEGAN N .(F, 16, JR)
HOLLY R. (F, 17,JR)
JOHNK.(M , 18, SR)
MEGGIE L. (F, 17, SR)
MODERATOR: Is it right for teens to drink alcohol even though the law expressly forbids
it?
You said “no”, now I have to get your name.
KATIE: No, it’s not right for them to drink.
MODERATOR: Why?
KATIE: Because it can lead to very damaging things. It’s just stupid.
MODERATOR: Just because it’s against the law, that really matters? It’s against the law
to go 70?
MICHELLE B.: Unless you’re in the middle o f nowhere, .where it’s legal
MODERATOR: Any other thoughts about “is it right for teens to drink alcohol even
though the law expressly forbids it”?
LINDSAY: The law forbids it, so...?
MODERATOR: Thank you
Are the current laws regarding the consumption o f alcohol appropriate?
You’re shaking your head Brandon, Why?
BRANDON: I think that they are appropriate because they . it’s obvious that they made
laws to prevent bad things, so they’re...?
MODERATOR: Interesting. Did they get your input when they made the law though?
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BRANDON: No
MODERATOR: Does that upset you?
BRANDON: Not really.
MODERATOR: Any other thoughts about the current laws being appropriate or not?
MICHELLE G.: Well they are, but I think for one reason a lot o f people break them just
because that’s what’s cool about it ...it’s not such a big deal to drink, because it’s not
something they can break, it’s not something they can revel about. Because they have the
restrictions, people think it’s cool to drink, and there is a bigger drinking problem because
o f it.
MODERATOR: So you think some o f the drinking comes because it’s kind o f forbidden?
MICHELLE G.: Yah
MODERATOR: It was that way in my day, so I suspect there is still some o f that.
What do you consider to be “alcohol abuse” by a teen? How much alcohol is too much in
any one setting?
MICHELLE B.: Any
MODERATOR: Why did you say that?
MICHELLE B.: It’s against the law.
MODERATOR: I’m grateful we have law-abiding kids..Any other thoughts?
KATIE: Well, I think that...personally it’s wrong to drink it in the first place. But you
abuse it when you drink it . you just drink to get drunk. Because I know some people
who just drink to get drunk. They think it’s cool. I think like that when you’re going to
do that then you are abusing it, and you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place. So don’t
drink just to get drunk.
MEGGIE: There’s also people that drink with their parents, like at dinners. Social
functions.
MODERATOR: Katie, I need to ask you something. You said drink to get drunk?
KATIE: Like just so they can like pass out on the floor
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MODERATOR; So are they more interested in the passing out, or how people are going
to respond to them?
LINDSAY: Just like how people react to it when they get to school, the next day, or after
the weekend. They’re like “oh yah, it was really fimny this last weekend”. You’re like
“oh, did you know you did this..”? People actually think, “wow, you did that”. I think
the whole response o f everybody...
MODERATOR: Thank you. So if we didn’t respond that way, would they still get drunk?
LINDSAY: Probably not as much, but yah, probably.
MICHELLE B.: Some people just do it all the time.
MODERATOR: Because?
MICHELLE B.: Because they love it for some reason.
MODERATOR: I like that.
Do there tend to be groups at school who seem to drink more than other groups at school
(scholars, athletes, musicians, etc;)? Any thoughts? You’re shaking your head, “yes”,
why?
BRANDON: Pretty much all of the above (laughter).
MODERATOR: So tell me what that means Brandon. If you’re in a group, you’re going
to drink?
BRANDON: Not necessarily if you’re in a group, just that the majority o f the groups
drink.
MODERATOR: Does one group drink more than others?
Michelle B. is shaking her head...it’s going to come off at the neck.
BRANDON: We don’t really know, it’s just the one who talk about it the most.
MICHELLE B.: Yah, yah, that’s for sure,
MODERATOR: What you are telling me then, is that there are people who drink but
don’t talk about it?
They’ll talk about it once in a while, but sometimes like real heavy drinkers don’t want to
talk about it?
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MODERATOR; It makes my mind wonder why they don’t talk about it? Any thoughts?
JOHN: Maybe they’re not proud o f it.
MODERATOR: I can see how like the Mormon kids wouldn’t be...
JOHN: Cause if they’re not in the crowd of all the athletes or the popular people, you
know then they woiddn’t even talk about it, because they wouldn’t be doing it with them.
MODERATOR: Do you see students from specific backgrounds who tend to abuse
alcohol? Meaning those who have a car, large or small femilies, attend church, etc; Do
you see any specific indicators there?
JOHN: With a car ..don’t care what they do...come home real late.
MODERATOR: Thank you John, any other thoughts?
MICHELLE G.: A lot o f people that I know that do it, like sometimes their parents will
sometimes help them. Like you hear all the times about the parents will organize it saying,
“we’d rather you be drunk at our house, so we’ll organize the party”, so all the big
hangers will get to drink and everything. They’ll get it out, and then they’re drinking with
the kids, and they’re just as guilty as the kids are.
MODERATOR: Thank you. Does Access to money have any inq)act on the abuse o f
alcohol?
MICHELLE B.: Yes (Laughter again)
MODERATOR: Michelle B., again, we have this neck about coming off. Why did you do
that?
MICHELLE B.: Well, they have the money, they can just go and get it....
MODERATOR: Then you are assuming that those that don’t have money wouldn’t drink?
MICHELLE B.: I don’t know. Well I mean, they probabty wouldn’t be able to buy as
much, and as good a quality, or whatever (laughter again).
MODERATOR: Have you heard o f any indicators that might mean you have a tendency
and could become an alcohol abuser? Have you heard o f anything that might make you
think you might have the tendency to abuse alcohol?
MICHELLE B.: I’ve heard that if your mom like was an alcoholic then that possibly
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could have been carried down to you. You might have that tendency that if you do start
drinking you could become an alcoholic.
MODERATOR: Thank you. Any other things you have heard?
Do you see a lot o f advertisements dealing with alcohol?
You’re shaking your head.
LINDSAY: Yes.
MODERATOR: Where do you see it most Lindsay?
LINDSAY: In tv and magazines.
MODERATOR: Do they affect you?
LINDSAY: No (laughter)
MODERATOR: Most o f you have seen these advertisements?
GROUP: Yes
JOHN: They’re dumb!
LINDSAY: I think some o f them are kind o f fiinny, but it doesn’t mean you want to
drink.
MODERATOR: John thinks they’re dumb, and you think they’re funny.
LINDSAY: I think you kind o f get desensitized because there’s so many o f them. It’s
just like “oh there’s another person drinking”, and you don’t even think anything o f it
anymore. It’s kind o f like, I don’t know, it’s just commonplace.
JOHN: The reason I think it’s dumb, is because people make it out to be so glamorous.
You hear all these people talk about how they got drunk and passed out and everything.
MODERATOR: It’s does sound pretty glamorous doesn’t it. They don’t show them
worshipping at the porcelain alter though, do they?
What do the advertisements about alcohol tell you?
JOHN: They make it look glamorous.
MODERATOR: Any other thoughts about Wiat the advertisements are trying to tell you?
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MEGAN: It just goes to show you bow deceiving and felse advertising can be. And for
people who are actually against it and oppose it, and know like the effects of it, it’s not
^pealing at all.
MODERATOR: Have you been in programs at school, home o r church that have taught
you about alcohol abuse, and the things to be careful of?
GROUP: Yes (also nodding o f heads).
MODERATOR: Most everybody has in here? When and where was that?
MEGAN: Like the D.AR.E. program.
MODERATOR: You guys have D.A.R.E. up here also.
MEGAN: Not any more.
JOHN: 5th grad in New York.
MODERATOR: Thank you. So you’ve been through some sort o f program?
MEGAN: Yes.
MODERATOR: And it’s been a while Megan?
MEGAN: Yes.
GROUP: Earty in schooL. in elementary school. 6th grade. Elementary school.
MODERATOR: It sounds like it’s been a while, and I better call your school district.
6th grade in Ohio for Katie. So they’re doing it early on. In high school do you have any?
GROUP: No. Well, everyone once in a while they have an assembly.
MICHELLE B.: They have someone come talk to us.
MODERATOR: Is it morally right to drink alcohol as a teen? Now think about that
before you just answer that off the top of your head. Is it morally right to drink alcohol as
a teen? We’re not talking legal, we’re talking moral. Meggie, you’re shaking your head
“no”, why?
MEGGIE: I just think it isn’t good. I don’t know.
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MICHELLE B.; We’re not responsible, we’re teenagers.
MODERATOR: Explain that to me Michelle B.
MICHELLE B.: I don’t know, we have all these teen-agers walking around with their
emotional constipation, and they can’t deal with everything and they drink and they’re
pretty much wild people that are going crazy with themselves.
MODERATOR: Then let’s change k...Is it morally right or ok for an adult to drink?
Michelle G shakes her head “no”.
MICHELLE G.: Well I mean we know the consequences, and I guess everyone has the
right to choose. But, I mean you know...there just so many consequences that have come
out...I mean just recently in the last ten years and stuff .I just can’t see why you’d want to
put yourself in those k W o f risks to...
LINDSAY: I was just going to say that socially it is ok. But even as adults the often times
don’t do it responsibly. How are they going to know if they will drink resonsibly?
MODERATOR: That was my next question. I was curious what “drinking responsibly”
would be?
LINDSAY: That’s the biggest oxymoroiL The say “drink responsibly”, but what exactly
is “drinking responsibly” since if you drink at all you could be putting your life in danger.
It just depends on how much alcohol you can handle without getting like totally wasted.
MODERATOR: Thank you. What are some o f the dangers o f drinking alcohol?
JOHN: You could influence someone who is younger. You know, you could get them
started in drinking, and it could just ruin their life.
MODERATOR: I’ve not heard that, thank you. Any other consequences o f drinking?
MICHELLE B.: Just in driving
MODERATOR: Say that again.
MICHELLE B.: Just in driving.
MODERATOR: Meaning?
MICHELLE B.: Killing everyone. (Laughter)
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LINDSAY: Health issues. Because obviously it’s not healthy.
KATIE: Also for girls, you could wind up pregnant the next naoming. That’s always a
possibility.
JOHN: But in those cases, you could just have an abortion.
KATIE: Yah, abortion, sure.
MODERATOR: There’s a whole other issue we had better not get into.
HOLLY: I think along with the drinking and driving, you also put other people’s lives in
danger. Like, you have men who go home drink, and they end up abusing their wives.
They’re not conscious o f what they’re doing, and so [you] could take somebody elses life
through your dumb actions.
MODERATOR: Great, and we see that from time to time.
Do your peers seem to influence people to drink and abuse alcohol?
BRANDON: I think peers are the whole reason people start, and the whole reason they
continue. They do it for the attentions, and they do it for the positions they can have in, I
guess...popularity or whatever.
MODERATOR: Any other thoughts?
MICHELLE B.: They think they’re going to have fon while they don’t know what they’re
doing.
MODERATOR: That was Michelle B., who likes to know what she’s doing when she has
Am. (Laughter). I’m sorry. How much does famly influence a teens desire to drink and
abuse alcohol?
HOLLIE: I think they do when they keep alcohol around the house. The childs...it’s just
more natural for them. The parents usually allow their children to drink. I know people
who like in their house will have like a little bar on the side of the house and they have all
their liquor and everything. And I think that parents who don’t drink at home are usually
against it, and the child will be more against it too. Or at least it takes them longer to find
it.
LINDSAY: We’ve never had alcohol at our house. Some people have it to cook, but my
mom doesn’t even have any sort o f alcohol. And it’s not even any sort o f a temptation for
me at all. I’m like, “it’s not even attractive”, and anyone who does it, it’s like a really big
turn off. And, it’s not something 1 want to do. And 1 think it’s mainly because my parents
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haven’t had it in the house. And it’s not something I grew up around being ok.
MICHELLE B.: You take strength in knowing that your parents haven’t tasted any either.

MEGGIE: I have friends whose parents have alcohol, and I think it’s more like...it makes
them more curious. Wondering ...even if their parents don’t do a lot o f drinking, h makes
them more curious and want to do it more.
MODERATOR: Thank you. If we were to look at peer pressure versus parenal pressure,
which do you think is more o f an influence on the tendency to abuse alcohol?
GROUP: Peer. Parental just kind o f aids in that.
MODERATOR: Interesting. How does the media influence teens to drink and abuse
alcohol?
Or does it?
MICHELLE G.: Everything in media, I mean every teen-aged show. Whenever they’re
always going and and having a little fun, they always have a little beer in their hand. It’s
almost as though you don’t even notice it anymore. In everything, movies, tv...it’s just
kind o f there. It’s Just natural...
MODERATOR: Yet it doesn’t seem to influence you guys? Why?
LINDSAY: It’s not something we value or care about
BRANDON: When I notice it on tv, it kind o f affects me, because I think that when those
people have that kind o f a position that they need to show some kind o f responsibility, and
not promote that kind o f a thing. Like she said [Michelle G.], all the time on tv shows,
they always go out to bars and stuff like that. When I see that, I feel like they shouldn’t be
showing that image to teen-agers.
JOHN: Now it’s like totally acceptable...on tv it’s just acceptable.
MODERATOR: Should others try to convince you as a group that alcohol is good or bad
for you?
GROUP: Should they?
MODERATOR: Well, we have groups at school trying to tell you the dangers o f alcohol,
it that appropriate?
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*PRESTON: Yes. Well people need to know the consequences o f their actions. A lot o f
times people don’t understand what happens when you drink. There’s brain cells that you
lose, and a lot o f times you lose something worse.
MODERATOR: Thanks. Perfect. If you had to stop a friend from abusing alcohol, how
would you do it?
MICHELLE G.: Confront them. Tell them that you know about it, and you’re there to
help them through it.
MODERATOR: Michelle G. said that...she’s about 5'2", so...
Any other ideas about how you might help someone stop abusing alcohol?
KATIE: Hopefulty you would hope that you would neve have to do that. Because you
wouldn’t want to have a friend who would do that. You would like to have friends
around you who have your same standards, so hopefully you would pray that you would
never have to stop a friend from abusing alcohol.
* Just wandered in late. ..no student release form
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TRINITY HIGH SCHOOL
HURST/EULESS/BEDFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT
05/08/01
Participants:
JUSTIN W. (M, 18, SR)
JESSE R. (M, 15, SO)
ADAM W. (M, 16, SO)
JASON B. (M, 16, SO)
DANIEL B. (M, 17, JR)
MODERATOR: As we talk about this realize that we are talking about Texas Law and
Texas feelings so that is really the angle that we want you to come from.
Jason, do you think it is right for teens to drink alcohol even though the law expressly
forbids it?
JASON: Probably not.
MODERATOR: Does anyone have any thoughts about that?
DANIEL: I don’t think anyone should drink it.
MODERATOR: We are kind o f biased against it aren’t we?
DANIEL: Yes, But the effects it can have on the body
JESSIE: Yeah and also how many o f the deaths by car pedestrian accidents are caused by
drunk drivers.
MODERATOR: I wonder what that statistic is. I don’t know. 1 don’t have any idea
Are the current laws concerning alcohol appropriate?
DANIEL: I don’t think they are strict enough.
MODERATOR: Meaning?
DANIEL: Meaning... everybody breaks the laws. You go to a teenage party.. Well not all
parties.. But some o f the parties... everybody gets completely wasted. That just means
that we are not being strict enough.
MODERATOR: Thank you Daniel I appreciate that. I’ve noticed and you guys can
correct me if I am wrong . it seems like Texas has some pretty strict school laws regarding
alcohol abuses. I recall some cheerleaders up here getting thrown off the squad for getting
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caught drinking... Is that true?
JESSIE: Yeah. At my school, drinking on school property is an expellable offense.
MODERATOR: On School property Thank you Jessie I did not know that. Justin you
were about to say something?
JUSTIN: I think that the laws are there but the enforcement isn’t always there.
DANIEL: Yeah, that’s right
MODERATOR: Thanks Justin, thanks Daniel. By the way I will mention your name so
that when my wife types up this she has an idea of who just made the comment. And that
way we can kind o f correlate them.
What do you consider alcohol abuse by a teen? Meaning how much alcohol is too much
in any one sitting.
JUSTIN: I wouldn’t know how much is too much. It would just depend on the tolerance
and stuff I guess.
JASON: When somebody talks about passing out, that might be too much.
MODERATOR: (laugh) I like that Jason, that’s a wonderful thought. I also think passing
out is too much. What, Daniel?
DANIEL: But’s that’s the fun part.
MODERATOR: The passing out part?...I guess I don’t understand that.
MODERATOR: Do there tend to be groups as school that tend to drink more than other
groups? Meaning (I don’t know whether you still have..) the cowboy group, and the jock
group, the band group . are there groups that tend to drink more?
JUSTIN: Yes
MODERATOR: Justin, why do you say that, and which group?
JUSTIN: It’s the group that...I don’t want to stereotype..but...it’s mostly the group that
doesn’t participate.like the fans of the school. Like the football team they do, but not as
much as the people who go and watch the football games.
MODERATOR: That’s interesting.
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JUSTIN; ...Cause a b t o f the people who go and watch would be playing football, but
they’re not...not...they don’t have enough self control...not disciplined enough.
MODERATOR: It sounds as though what you are saying is that it is an atthudinal
thing..they lack the discipline not to drink?
JUSTIN: The pressure’s there all the time.
MODERATOR: And they drink more than the football team?
JUSTIN: Because they don’t have the idea in the back o f their head that they are an
athlete and they need to stay in shape. So they just...
MODERATOR: Many times I have heard that it’s the athletes that drink more?
JUSTIN: That’s the thought, but...
MODERATOR: Thank you, I appreciate that Justin. Any other thoughts? Do you see
specific groups that...?
JESSE: We don’t have groups, we have little clusters o f fiiends. And each o f the clusters
o f fiiends who get drugged out the most are the ones who drink the most.
MODERATOR: Thanks you Jessie, I appreciate that. Do you see students from specific
backgrounds that tend to abuse alcohol..we don’t want to necessarily look at ethnic
groups, but those who have a car, who come from large or small fomilies, who attend
church, etc;?
DANIEL: It really is the people at both ends
MODERATOR: Meaning?
DANIEL: The people with the most money, the peopb with the least money.
MODERATOR: So the middle o f the groups don’t seem to abuse it as much?
DANIEL: Yah,
MODERATOR: Do most o f you see that same thing? Lot’s o f head shaking which must
mean “yes”.
Does access to money have any i n ^ c t on the abuse o f alcohol?
DANIEL: Yes
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MODERATOR: Daniel, you said that pretty quick, why?
DANIEL: First, the people who don’t have the money, they just go to parties.
MODERATOR: I didn’t think about that ...then having the money allows them to buy the
alcohol?
DANIEL: Uh huh.
MODERATOR: Any other thoughts? Jessie you said something?
JESSIE: I also think that people with the largest femilies usually have the most parties at
their house with alcohol. So those people abuse the alcohol more than the people with
smaller ftunilies.
JASON: I think that might be the other way around, because you have more people at
yoiu house, and you’re not going to throw a party when there’s all their family in the
house.
MODERATOR: Have you heard o f any things that might mean you have a tendency and
might become an alcohol abuser?
JUSTIN: If it’s in your ftunity, like if your parents or grandparents are alcoholics, then in
your genetic make-up, then it’s easier for you to become... to get the disease of alcoholism.
MODERATOR: You’ve heard that then Justin?
Anyone else, any other thoughts?
Where did you hear about those things being indicators, and in this case genetic?
JUSTIN: Just in health class, and in this case, I know a few people that are that way.
MODERATOR: Oh really, their parents...?
JUSTIN: Their parents or grandparents have been alcoholics, and so they don’t drink
because o f that. It’s like, it’s pretty sad, but that’s the only reason that they don’t drink
because they don’t. ..because of their fomily.
MODERATOR: That’s interesting, thank you. Any other thoughts about indicators that
you might abuse alcohol..or someone might?
Do you trust those who have told you about the indicators of alcohol abuse?
You’re shaking your head “yes”, why?
JASON: I’ve just heard that.
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JESSE: In our health class, it’s like the first thing that we say...we do this type o f thing
about alcoholics.
MODERATOR: I don’t understand that, explain it?
JESSE: If we have a few questions to ask our teacher, the teacher asks us questions about
alcohol abuse. And why not to abuse alcohol or drink alcohol.
MODERATOR: So Jesse, apparently you have talked about it in school. Do you trust the
teacher...what he or she says?
JESSE: Yes, in fact my dad has even given me this discussion.
MODERATOR: Interesting, do you trust your dad, and what he says?
[Jessie nods yes]
Do you see a lot o f advertisements dealing with alcohol?
DANIEL: Yes, every bodies favorites are beer commercials
MODERATOR: You say you’ve seen a lot Adam?
ADAM: Yes
MODERATOR: Are they your favorites?
ADAM: No
MODERATOR: They don’t impact you much?
ADAM: No
MODERATOR: Tell me Adam, what do these advertisements tell you?
ADAM: Like during the Super Bowl, that’s when they usually make new ones. It’s like if
they come on, I never really think like ‘oh I better go buy some beer or something’. But
they always have like this comedy something that goes on with it...and sometimes it’s
funny, but I’m not thinking like...the beers.
MODERATOR: All o f a sudden I have gone back to the fi'ogs and Budweiser...
JESSE: The latest commercial...it’s stupid.
MODERATOR: So ^patently they don’t appeal to you Jessie?
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JESSIE; No.
MODERATOR: So it would never affect you to drink alcohol by the advertisements?
JESSIE: No.
MODERATOR: Have you guys been in programs at school, home or church that have
taught you about alcohol abuse, and the things to be careful of?
JUSTIN: Uh huh.
MODERATOR: Justin, they’ve actually had things at school that have done that?
JUSTIN: Just in health class.
DANIEL: When we were in elementary, everybody does it. You got the D.A.R.E
program, but I guess that’s mostly drugs. But it teaches us the same.
At the beginning o f the year, this guy came and talked about his girls that got hit by a
drunk driver, and he started to talk about it.
MODERATOR: So was it like an assembly?
ADAM: Yes
JASON: And then we had that “every fifteen minutes”...
MODERATOR: Say that again. You had...?
JASON: “Every fifteen minutes”. It’s a program... it stresses the fact that “every fifteen
minutes” somebody dies fi'om drunk driving.
MODERATOR: Thank you. I’ve never heard of it.
Is it morally right to drink alcohol as a teen?
JESSE: No
MODERATOR: Why not?
JESSE: It...because...I really don’t know why I said “no”.
ADAM: Because you just started your life. You have your whole life in fi’ont o f you. If
you just start drinking, it’s just going to mess up the whole rest o f your life.
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JUSTIN: Alcohol does...it makes you lose control, and I think that as a teenager, I think
you are looking for guidance in your life to figure out what you want to do, what you
want to be. And if you don’t have control over you, then you don’t have control over
where your future’s going and where you’re going to end up.
MODERATOR: Thank you, I like that. How about as an adult, is it ok for them to drink
alcohol?
Jesse’s shaking his head (I hear the marbles rattling).
JESSE: No! Because it is an influence to the younger people to start drinking.
MODERATOR: Thank you Jesse. Any other thoughts about adults drinking?
JUSTIN: I think...I personally don’t like it, but everyone has their . everyone doesn’t have
the same opinions that I do. And so, what I see becomes a problem is if they drink too
much. They abuse it. There are all those indicators, like if you drink alone, and you abuse
it. You’re abusing it if you....?
MODERATOR: So you’ve heard that somewhere.that if you drink alone, that’s abusing
alcohol?
JUSTIN: Yah, you have an addiction. A lot o f times, like it’s socially acceptable to like
drink socially.
I don’t see as big a problem with that, because it’s just like the way things are. You can’t
do anything about that.
MODERATOR: Thank you. What are some o f the dangers of drinking alcohol?
DANIEL: You lose self-control.
MODERATOR: I’ve heard that a couple o f times, but why do you really say that.
DANIEL: Well because, uh, what am I trying to say...because when you’re drunk, you
don’t really know what’s going on. You just kind o f lose it.
JESSE: When you’re drunk, you lose all sight of perception. And that’s why sometimes
it causes people who are driving after they’ve been drinking . and that’s what causes most
o f the drunk driving deaths...and accidents.
MODERATOR: What are some of the effects of alcohol?
JESSE: Well, it’s like a depressant, so it slows down your body. People are always
drinking when they’re depressed to get over their problems, but it really just makes you
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more depressed.
MODERATOR; Do your peers seem to influence people to drink and abuse alcohol?
You’re shaking your head “yes”, Adam, how come?
ADAM; I don’t know...like some people at a party drink a lot. Cause I know every party
in that age...I don’t know...If it has to do with...I don’t know. I just know that every party
that’s going to happen...
DANIEL: Some o f those people aren’t realty socialty stable.they have low self-esteem,
they’ll do anything just to have fiiends. Like, if my ^ en d s started to try to get me to
drink. I’d just say, “what you doing, and I’d smack 'em around a little bit, and that’ be it.
MODERATOR: Apparently Daniel’s the fiiend to have.
DANIEL: Yah, but other people’ll just do anything their fiiends say...
MODERATOR: Jason have you ever seen anyone try to push you to drink? Or do you
see that happening...peers pushing their fiiends?
JASON: Nobodies every realty pushed me to do it. I’ve never even really seen it
anywhere.
Nobody every pushing anybody else.
MODERATOR: You’re lucky. Have any of you actually seen that...Justin, perhaps on the
football team?
JUSTIN: I didn’t hang out with most o f them because it’s bad. But, I’ve hard stories.
MODERATOR: Thanks. How much does fomily influence a teens desire to drink and
abuse alcohol?
ADAM: A lot.
MODERATOR: Adam, why did you say “a lot”?
ADAM: It goes back to the parents drinking. Because if the parents drink, it gives the
kids a sense of, “oh, it’s ok because my parents do it”. And so if they want to do it, then,
the parents...the same people who should say you shouldn’t drink will be like, “ok”. But
if they don’t drink it’ll probably be like some kind o f standard that they have in their
fomily. ..so they just won’t do it.
MODERATOR: We’ll talk about that... we’re just about through, and after. I’ll share what
I have found. Daniel you had a comment?
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DANIEL: I was going to say that people with large Emilies are pretty close and they help
each other out. So most o f the time they wouldn’t be going out and getting drunk.
MODERATOR: We touched on this next question...Does the media influence teens to
drink and abuse alcohol? What’s your thought?
You’re saying “no” Daniel?
DANIEL: I don’t think so, because most of the time people have already decided
whether they’re going to drink or not, and a little tv commercial isn’t going to change it
no matter how fimny it is.
JUSTIN: I don’t think the tv commercials influence it, but like the tv shows and the
programs, like the movies that they see. Because you can’t watch a tv show or a movie
that doesn’t include alcohol. And people just drink...they make it look like fun more
realistically than they might on a commercial.
DANIEL It slowly degrades your....uh...
JESSE: Life expectancy?
DANIEL: No, I’m not talking about that. I'm talking about . watching the show slowly
degrades your...
JASON: Moral values.
DANIEL: Yah.
MODERATOR: Your ability to stand up against it. Thank you.
Should others try to convince you as a group that alcohol is good or bad for you?
DANIEL: All my friends they know what I do and don’t do, so if somebody tries to get
me to do one o f those things, they’ll like stick up for me. All you have to do is say “no”
and then everybody else will help.
MODERATOR: Thank you. Adam you had a comment, and I only heard part o f it.
ADAM: Well, you said friends, so if they’re your friends, I don’t think they should., they
shouldn’t tell you what to do.
MODERATOR: If you had a friend abusing alcohol, Adam, how would you handle it?
ADAM: I would Just like be an example to them, and just keep trying to...
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MODERATOR; Interesting. Any other thoughts?
I f you had a friend who was abusing alcohol, Jessie, what would you do?
JESSE; I’d probably show that friend what are some o f the problems with abusing
alcohol. For instance the um...crashes with people being drunk and driving.
MODERATOR: That’s an interesting though. I hate those drivers ed movies. I think
we re going to stop there.
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FOCUS GROUP
QUESTIONS

1. IT IS RIGHT FOR TEENS TO DRINK ALCOHOL EVEN THOUGH THE LAW
EXPRESSLY FORBIDS IT?
2. ARE THE CURRENT LAW REGARDING CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL,
APPROPRIATE? WHY? OR WHY NOT?
3. WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE “ALCOHOL ABUSE” BY A TEEN? HOW
MUCH ALCOHOL IS TOO MUCH IN ANY ONE SETTING?
4. DO THERE TEND TO BE GROUPS AT SCHOOL WHO SEEM TO DRINK
MORE THAN OTHER GROUPS AT SCHOOL (SCHOLARS, ATHLETES,
MUSICIANS, ETC;)? WHY IS THIS?
5. DO YOU SEE STUDENTS FROM SPECIFIC BACKGROUNDS WHO TEND TO
ABUSE ALCOHOL? (AVOID ETHNIC GROUPS)! THOSE WHO HAVE A CAR?
THOSE WHO COME FROM LARGE OR SMALL FAMILIES.
6. DOES ACCESS TO MONEY HAVE ANY IMPACT ON THE ABUSE OF
ALCOHOL WITH TEENS?
7. HAVE YOU HEARD OF ANY THINGS (INDICATORS) THAT MIGHT BE
MEAN YOU HAVE A TENDENCY AND COULD BECOME AN ALCOHOL
ABUSER? WHAT?
8. DO YOU BELIEVE THOSE THINGS? WHY OR WHY NOT?
9. WHERE DID YOU HEAR ABOUT CERTAIN THINGS BEING INDICATORS OF
ALCOHOL ABUSE?
10. DO YOU TRUST THOSE WHO HAVE TOLD YOU ABOUT THE INDICATORS
OF ALCOHOL ABUSE? WHY OR WHY NOT?
11. WHAT SORTS OF PEOPLE DO YOU TRUST WHEN LEARNING OF
SUBJECTS LIKE ALCOHOL ABUSE?
12. DO YOU SEE A LOT OF ADVERTISING DEALING WITH ALCOHOL?
13. WHAT DO THESE ADVERTISEMENTS TELL YOU? WHY?
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14. HAVE YOU BEEN IN PROGRAMS AT SCHOOL, HOME OR CHURCH THAT
HAVE TAUGHT YOU ABOUT ALCOHOL ABUSE, AND THE THINGS TO BE
CAREFUL OF? WHERE? WHEN?
15. IS IT MORALLY RIGHT TO DRINK ALCOHOL AS A TEEN? HOW ABOUT
AS AN ADULT? WHY OR WHY NOT?
16. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE DANGERS OF DRINKING ALCOHOL? WHY TO
YOU BELIEVE THESE THINGS.
17. DO YOUR PEERS SEEM TO INFLUENCE OTHERS TO DRINK AND ABUSE
ALCOHOL? WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?
18. HOW MUCH DOES “FAMILY” INFLUENCE A TEENS DESIRE TO DRINK
AND ABUSE ALCOHOL? WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?
19. DOES THE MEDIA INFLUENCE TEENS TO DRINK AND ABUSE ALCOHOL?
HOW?
20. SHOULD OTHERS TRY TO CONVINCE YOU (AS A GROUP) THAT
ALCOHOL IS GOOD OR BAD FOR YOU? WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?
21. IF YOU HAD TO STOP A FRIEND FROM ABUSING ALCOHOL, HOW
WOULD YOU DO IT?
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Elementaiy Curriculum
The eleinenlaiy curriculum Is deivered by a DAR.E.
officer to fiflh ami sixth grade students and includes one
lesson per week for 17 consecutive weeks. The
OAR.E. Program requires that a certified teacher tie
present and help supplement classrocm activffies. A
wide range of teaching techniques are used, including
quesficre and answer, group disoBSion, rotoflay, and
worfdMok exercises.
to addition to presenting the elementary curriculum,
DARE, officers visit the Idndergarden through fourth
grade classes at tire schools. These visrts foois on chid
safshr and prevention issues. Students are alerted to
the potential dangers in the misuse of dru^, medicine,
and other substances. There is a recognition of the
need to help students at this level develop an
awareness that alcohol and tobacco are also drugs.
Four DA R E, sessions are held for grades K-2 and five
sessions are held in 3rd and 4th grades.
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D.A.R.E. J u n io r High C urriculum
The fioNowring outline» the D.A.R.E. Junior High Cumculum
1. RECONNECTING WITH D A R E.
Comoepk Learning to leoognize and lesist pro-social
inHuenoea that promote drug use and violance is an
important goal for students in the D.A.R.E. program.
Purpoae: To rooognize students wWh the goals of the
D.A.R.E. program and to provide reinforcement of skMs
and understandings to help them in recognizing and
resisting pro-social influences that promote drug use arrd
Objective: Students wiH become acquamtsd with the
D.A.R.E. oflloer assigned to the school and wiH be able to
define their roles and responsfoHities a s D.A.R.E.
students.
2. BEUEFS ABOUT DRUGS
Concept: The use of alcohol, tobacco, and ottier drugs
by young people is iHegal arxf can have negative short
and long-term consequances that can harm their lives.
Purpoa e: To he#p students dariiy their beliefo and
opinions concerning the negative risks of iHegal drug use.
Objective: Students wiU t»e able to identHÿ the possfole
negative consequences of using afoohd. totracco. and
other drugs.
3. DRUGS. VIOLENCE, AND VICTIMS
Concept: Laws and school behavior codes regarding
possession of substances and acts of vidonce have
been estabfished to protect the r^ h ts and safoty of aW
Purpose: To inform students alrout laws, sctrool
behavior codes, regarding possession of sutwtances
(alcohd. tokracco. and other darrgerous drugs) and acts
of violence.
Objective: Students wiH demonstrate awareness of the
need of laws and trehavior codes, such as possessing
sutrstarrces or bringing weapons to schod.
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4. RESISTING INFLUENCES ASSERTIVELY
C on cept: A ssertiveness is a w ay of resisting influences
th at p ressu re people to modify their beliefs and kxehaviors
to conform o r fit with th o se acceptab le to certain group
norm s or txeUef patterns an d behaviors
P u rp o ae: T o m ake stu d en ts aw are o ftlw various
p ressu res th a t influence o r p ersu ad e young people to
u se drugs an d to teach assertiv e n ess a s a way for
resisting th es e p ressu res
O bjective: S tu d en ts wiH recognize ttie various influences
that may p re ssu re a young person to consider using
sutxstances arrd wiH dem ons tra te how to resist th es e
mfhienoes assertively using txdh verbal com m unication
arxl body language.
5. FORMING POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS
C o n cep t: R especting arxf appreciating ttie diversity of
otfiers en atd e people to interact with and form positive
relationships with one an o ttier without stereotyping or
ottier unfair trea tm en t
P u rp o se: To help students recognize ttie im portance of
sticwing re sp e c t and appreciation for ttie diversity of
ottiers to develop positive relationships with m any
différent peo ple to füIflH stu d en ts' nee d s for affection
(being IHred). be longing, respect, an d feelings of selfObje cd ve: S tu d en ts wiH b e able to identity w ays to show
re s pect and appreciation for ttie diversity of o ttiers and to
form positive relationships with m any different people in
order to fuNIH stud ents n e e d s for a ffection (tielng Hked).
tielonging, res p ect, and feeHngs of self-worth.
6. RESOLVING CONFUCTS WITHOUT VIOLENCE
C oncept: C hoices ottier ttian violence should b e utilized
a s w ays to resolve differences.
P urpos e: To tielp students to explore w ays of dealing
with an g er a n d conflicts w ithout resorting to ac ts o f
videnca.
O bjective: S tu d en ts wW b e able to iden tity and
dem onstrate non-violent w ays to d eal with an g er and
conflict.
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7. AVOIDING VIOLENT AND GANG-ORIENTED
RELATIONSHIPS
C o n cep t: Battering and other fbrm s off physical, vertial.
and em otional violence a re learned w ays offtiehaving
th at should n o t b e accepted nor condoned.
P urp o a e : T o m ake stu d en ts aw are off th e extent off
violence im pacting people off a# a g e s an d all cultural,
ethnic, and socio-econom ic groups in our com m unities
and to help them consider options for avoiding violent
relationships.
8. MAKING OUR ENVIRONMENT DRUG-FREE,
VIOLENCE-FREE, AND SAFE
C o n cep t: G ood citizenship an d pride in selff. family,
sctiool. and community co n trix ite to m aking our
environm ent drug-kee, violence ftee . and safa.
P u rp o se : Help students explore universally accepted
standards off tiehavior off ideals off w tiat is appropriate, or
^ h t in th e w ay one lives his o r h e r own Ufa and th e way
in which he o r s h e treats others.
Obje c tive: S tudents wiH b e able to identify and clarify
w hat is appropriate, or right, from th a t which is
inappropriate, o r wrong, in developing Nfalong guides to
having good selff-esleem an d being good citizens.
9. D.A.R.E. SQUARES REVIEW
The officer wW provide a n opportunity far students to
review and strengthen w hat they learn ed from
participating in DA.R.E.
10. D A R E. INFOACTIONS AND CULMINATION
The officer wiU help students understand th e risks off
involvement with drugs an d violence related behaviors.
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Senior High CiNTiculum

DARE. B a cooperative program in which law
enlbroernent aiKl the school district join together to
educate students sdrout the personal and social
consequences of sulrstance abuse. The DARE,
jlessons arni tbiow q) activities also focus on strategies
isr anger managernent and violence prevention. The
concepts and sk is emphasized in the DARE, program
are sequentialy devektped to extern! from kindetgarten
through junior and senior high schoot.
The aim of the senior high school DARE, project is to
mderto the infiDnnation and leinforoe the skills students
need to enable them (1) to act in their own best interest
when facing hiÿHisk, k > w ^ choices and Ç) to resist
peer pressure and other inlkienoes in making their
personat choices. Equal eniphasis is plaoed on helping
students to recognize and cope with feelings of anger
without causing hann to themselves or others and
without resorting to violence or the use of alcohol and
drugs.
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